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Abstract
FML (For Media Lovers) is a Video-On-Demand web platform, aiming to give the viewer similar
experiences to that of 4OD, Netflix & RTE Player. The site features Two Many DJs, a three-part
mockumentary web series centered around Dublin twins Anne & Barry, in the run up to a local DJ
competition. The website also features trailers for other fictitious shows, Game of Scones, Last Dates,
and A Place In The ‘Mun, and other static content, with the intent of immersing the viewer in the world of
the channel.

Taking influence from the mockumentary style and reality TV, the site and series together form a satirical
and comedic piece, playing on themes of faltering aspirations, relationships and stereotypes. This style
is highlighted in both the narrative and the production.

This thesis consists of the research undertaken for the project, including concept development and aims
for the project. This is followed by a detailed account of the production processes, covering preproduction, production and post-production phases. This will be accompanied by project management,
outlining workflow and communication. Lastly, the thesis concludes by reflecting on the aims and final
execution of the project, whilst also discussing any issues and limitations the group encountered along
the way.
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INTRODUCTION
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Introduction
The group consists of six individuals, all with a specific set of skills. Whilst some of the team were skilled
in video, scriptwriting and sound, others excelled in animation, academic writing and project
management. While the group were advised that it is not necessary to include all facets of multimedia, it
was deemed important to facilitate this in order to execute a professional end-product and showcase the
group’s capabilities.

Concept Development
After throwing around a number of documentary ideas, what really caught the passion of the group was
the idea of doing a mockumentary web series. Examples of this medium were looked at such as This Is
Spinal Tap, The Office, Paths to Freedom and Trailer Park Boys. This absurd sense of humour with
critique on its subject, complete with a faux-factual style, remains popular today, with publications such
as The Onion, Clickhole and Waterford Whispers. The production was inspired by a publication from
Waterford Whispers titled “Alarming Number Of Bedroom DJs Still Convinced They’ll Make It Someday”.

Originally, the story would just follow main protagonist Barry, in the run up to a local DJ competition.
However, it was found that the story was missing depth and the characters were mostly male. The group
felt that adding a female starring character, as well as a sister to Barry would provide more humour and
context to the piece. It was decided to make Anne and Barry twins, both DJs and finalists in the
competition. This would allow for an interesting relationship and realistic dynamic to the story, with the
theme of family and sibling rivalry.

From here on out, the story developed rapidly. The group decided on three episodes, around ten minutes
each. The first episode would establish the characters and environment, the second episode would
involve a conflict between the characters and the final episode is the resolution of that conflict (the
competition).

The group decided to take the fictional world to the next level by making the delivery platform itself a part
of the world, taking the form of an Irish, fictional on-demand video platform. Web mockumentaries in the
past have not been showcased on a video-on-demand platform or explored the changing way in which
we consume media, therefore this was an important step to differentiate the project. The platform would
include previews of “upcoming” series on the channel, as well as parody advertisements and branding.
The group intended for the tone of the platform to be very Irish in humour.
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The series is based in Dublin, and the trailers for upcoming shows draw on television programming that
would be well-known to an Irish audience.

The group went through many phases to name both the series and platform, but the finalised decisions
were ‘Two Many DJ’s’ for the series and ‘FML (For Media Lovers)’ for the platform name.

Aims and Objectives
Once the concept was developed and clear, the group laid out some aims and objectives to achieve:

!

To build a comedic, yet convincing and professional Irish video-on-demand platform to deliver a
web series, adverts and trailers for upcoming shows.

!

To develop a web mockumentary series consisting of three, ten minute episodes, revolving
around two main protagonists and an antagonist.

!

To produce three adverts/trailers that would be featured on the site to accompany the series and
platform.

!

To create a parody world which emulates how people consume and interact with media on the
web today.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
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Mockumentaries
A mockumentary is a parody of the documentary genre. It is filmed as a documentary, with interviews
and behind-the-scenes segments, but is in general a fictitious issue with staged segments. Where a
documentary tries to capture reality, a mockumentary attempts to exaggerate or twist ‘reality’ for
humorous effect, often in the form of satire. Though it dates back to ancient Greece, satire has evolved
across time and different media. Today, satire might be defined as humor that mocks human folly and
vice and that challenges or ridicules part of a culture in order to critique it (Birthisel & Martin, 2013).

Rhodes and Springer (2006), as cited by Mast (2009) highlight that the main difference between a
mockumentary and a documentary is the fact that a mockumentary is fiction. A mockumentary attempts
to look as real as possible, heavily utilising documentary filming techniques. Through its use of the style
and techniques that are conventionally attributed to non-fiction discourse (e.g. voice-over commentary,
interview segments, hand-held camera), the mockumentary asserts that the events and people actually
exist in the world as portrayed. Commentary and interviews are utilised to provide descriptive or
explanatory accounts and testimonies, which develop the narrative and the characters in
mockumentaries.

Filming
The way the mockumentary was shot was critical to the tone and humour of the production. The group
looked at The Office as a prominent example. Its mode of production, which does not include a laugh
track but instead features “mockumentary” filming techniques, reduces the likelihood of misinterpretation
of satire and enhances the show’s transgressive potential. The humour is not only carried across in the
story and characters, but in the production itself, with a distinctive style of filming.
Close ups are used frequently to enhance emotions or humour, highlighting intimate moments or even
embarrassment (Mast, 2009). The group hoped to replicate and pay homage to this style in the web
series.

Paths To Freedom was also a source of inspiration for the production, having a very similar story and
shot in the style the group was aiming for. Reflections or testimonies on the part of the filmed subjects
are used commonly, and serve as interior monologues. The characters are very often addressed directly
by the crew, making the camera almost like a character in itself. Following around the subjects
accompanied by the score really sets the scene and urban environment surrounding the series (Mast,
2009). The group borrowed heavily from these filming techniques during production for Two Many DJs.
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Sound
Sound production played a pivotal role during the creation of this project. Worldizing was an audio
recording technique that was used regularly throughout the production of the mockumentary. The
worldizing technique developed by Walter Murch is the process of playing back audio through speakers
in real world acoustic situations and then recording that playback so that the new recording takes on the
acoustic characteristics of the place it was re-recorded (Maynes, 2004).

According to Costantini (2010) during an interview with Walter Murch, Murch identified that the worldizing
technique began to solve the problem of what could be called acoustic depth of field. By having the
original dry sound and the same sound in an acoustic space, it is like having a very specific echo
chamber.

This technique was also proposed by professional sound mixer, Philippe Faujas. Philippe was the sound
mixer on Paths to Freedom. Since Paths to Freedom was an influence on the general style the group
sought, contact was made with him for guidance through the process of achieving the “raw reality” feel
the group wanted to construct. Phillipe was heavily geared towards recording sounds as they are in their
natural acoustic environment. He made the example from Paths to Freedom of Jeremy listening to the
radio in his tent during Episode 4. The radio was actually playing music and this was not an effect later
added during post-production. This particular example was extremely helpful to the group, as we had a
similar scenario with an actor listening to the radio in his bedroom.
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Video On Demand Platforms
The emergence of Video On Demand platforms has fundamentally changed how content is distributed
and consumed over recent years. Netflix are expected to spend $5 billion on original programming in
2016, which is unprecedented for a company that started out as a distributor. This has led to traditional
cable channels in the US and elsewhere to try and match their investment (Albiniak, 2016).

Statistics from a report by Nielsen (2016) illustrate the rising popularity of VOD services. Some of the key
points include:
!

65% of respondents watch some kind of VOD content.

!

Of those who do watch VOD content, 43% watch at least once a day.

!

Traditional advertising models are changing - becoming more targeted, customised and are
reaching consumers in more creative ways.

!

51% of respondents strongly agree that VOD ads are useful, and 59% say they don’t mind
advertising if it means they can view free content.

!

Content discovery is becoming more important. Discovery algorithms such as Netflix proprietary
recommendation system are valued by consumers.

The way in which content is delivered has also changed. VOD platforms now regularly block-release
their content, allowing the viewer to watch it at their own pace. In addition, they have the ability to
analyse how and what people are watching, and when they stop watching. According to Jenner (2014),
this is the era of TVIV - where media companies are the producers, distributors and exhibitors of content.
This convergence is representative of the wider media landscape (Jenkins 2006).

This has led to a change in the consumption patterns of media, where consumers will now binge-watch
their favourite shows. It also provides a platform for cult programming where it otherwise would not have
been commercially viable, for example, the revival of Arrested Development on Netflix. It is this new
phenomena in media that FML and the content on the platform satirises.
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PRE-PRODUCTION

Scriptwriting
Pre-production began once the conceptualisation of the project was complete, where work began on
creating a first draft of the script. Like any screen writing, the development was an iterative process as
numerous drafts were created following feedback and approval from selected members of the group who
were involved in a consultation capacity. Once the fundamentals of the script were structurally sound, the
script was put aside to breathe and allow other areas of pre-production to be focused on. This breathing
space also allowed for the lead writer to view the script with fresh eyes at a later point, which helped
identify problems and give new perspective. Once this hiatus concluded, work began on really defining
the story before creating a shooting script that all members of the group were satisfied with. In creating
three episodes, the classic three act structure was employed with each of the acts being spread across
each of the episodes. Episode 1 was the setup and introduction to the story and lead characters, episode
2 allowed the conflict to arise, while episode 3 sees the resolution materialise.

Character Creation
Along with the formulation of an interesting storyline, creating compelling characters was of the utmost
importance to the success of the project. The two lead characters, Anne and Barry, were largely
designed to juxtapose each other in their idiosyncrasies and personality traits. Although the two
characters are vastly different from each other, two key components tie them closely together: their
fraternal bond, and their deeply rooted passion for DJing.

Character Synopses
Anne
Anne has always lived in the shadow of her self-centred brother Barry. Since the death of her father,
Anne always played second fiddle to her brother due to their aunt Teresa’s favouritism towards Barry.
Anne was always enamoured with the idea of becoming a DJ, being inspired by her late father.
Anne works as modest job as a barista in an upmarket cafe in the city centre trying to save up money to
leave the home, being quite embarrassed by the fact that she still lives there in her mid thirties. Anne is
by far the more grounded of the two, having more realistic and practical aspirations than her brother.
Anne is a likeable and modest character with a talent for DJing.
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She is frustrated at how she is treated compared to her egotistical and arrogant brother Barry. It is this
frustration that leads her to feel the need to prove herself by beating Barry in the contest.

Barry
Barry is lazy and headstrong, and his myopic, inflated view of himself is his downfall. As a DJ, Barry has
potential, but overestimates himself regardless. His aunt Teresa always favoured him over his sister,
given his likeness to his late father. Having been mollycoddled by his grandmother for much of his life, he
developed a massive ego from always being told he was the more talented of the two twins. Barry
causes conflict with Anne in the household through his lack of consideration for her. Although his selfish
and egotistical tendencies are obvious, he is eventually redeemed through loyalty to his sister.

Auntie Teresa
Auntie Teresa is the guardian of the twins since they lost their parents in their youth. She was never
married, and as a result never had children. She lives a youthful existence having a penchant for
younger men. Barry has always been the apple of his Teresa's deluded eye, treating Anne with less
importance. Her belief that Barry can do no wrong, stems from perceived similarities of her beloved
deceased brother and her nephew. While virtually letting Anne fend for herself and doing everything for
Barry, this dysfunctional dynamic has been a catalyst in the development of each of the twins
personalities, particularly Barry’s superiority complex.

Peter Riley
Peter is an old acquaintance of the twins. There is parallels between himself and Barry, having a cocky
and arrogant demeanor. Peter is vain and misogynistic, considering himself to be something of a
lothario. Deep down Peter is insecure and jealous of Barry’s talent as a DJ.

Dave Healy
Dave is an old friend of the twins who is a likeable, happy-go-lucky and innocent character. An avid rave
head, Dave has developed arthritis in his hands due to the intense mixing down through the years. Dave
is infatuated with the original Ibiza scene, still living in this era in his mind. Dave is the eventual winner of
the contest.
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Brian Redmond
Brian is a cheesy, washed up DJ from the early generation of Ibiza goers. Brian would have spent many
summers in Ibiza partying like mad and chasing his dream become a superstar DJ. Having never fulfilled
his aspiration, he finds himself hosting a lousy local DJ contest.
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Narrative
Episode 1
Episode one begins in Auntie Teresa’s home in a working class suburb of Dublin. This episode is the first
of the three act structure serving as an introduction to the main characters giving the audience insight
into the character's past, whilst revealing insights into their idiosyncrasies and motivations. The story
opens with the twins sitting in their respective bedrooms being interviewed by a documentary crew,
delivering the same dialogue about their past. The coalescing monologue delivered by both Anne and
Barry was designed to highlight an innate connection between the twins, which contrasts to their differing
personality traits. The audience is then introduced to Auntie Teresa, where it becomes immediately
obvious that her parental allegiances fall heavily with Barry over Anne. The twins await letters from the
‘Dublin’s Got DJs’ contest containing whether or not they make the finals. Anne displays nervousness as
she opens her letter, while Barry’s self confidence is evident as the pair are both accepted into the
contest.

Episode 2
Episode two starts in Anne's place of work, an upmarket cafe, dealing with middle class office workers
on a daily basis. As she discusses her relationship with Barry to the crew, an angry customer interrupts
the interview only to threaten legal action for a largely insignificant infraction. Unconcerned by the threat,
Anne declares she’s being replaced by an automatic coffee machine regardless. Barry discusses his
love/hate relationship with Anne as he shops for records in his favourite place, ‘The Wax Museum”
record shop. Dave Healy, another of the contestants, is introduced during an interview in his bedroom
where he discusses the twins relationship with each other and praises their DJing abilities. The conflict
escalates between the twins as Barry discovers Anne has eaten a dinner specifically left out for him by
Teresa. In retaliation, he imposes disproportionate retribution by destroying one of Anne’s prized
records, considerably affecting her, and imposing a tense atmosphere on the house for the rest of the
episode. In a local radio station, Peter Riley, resident DJ, discusses the twins, much to his annoyance.
He cannot hide his disdain for Barry, and in a technical blunder, he hits the ‘on air’ button just as he
begins to talk derogatorily about Anne. Barry is at home listening to dance music on the same station as
the interruption occurs, reacting furiously to what’s been said.
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Episode 3
The tensions in episode two spill over into the final episode, to the day of the competition itself. Barry’s
feeble attempt at an apology comes in the form of a peace token as he offers Anne a cup of tea, to which
he’s quickly rebuffed. The pair make their ways to the competition separately with Anne still annoyed that
Barry never apologised. Inside the rundown community centre the twins are asked how they are feeling
about the contest. Anne replies nervously with a wish to get one over on Barry, while he himself replies
in a cocksure and arrogant manner as if he has already won the competition. During Barry's interview,
antagonist Peter Riley enters the bathroom leading to a physical confrontation before the show begins,
with Barry warning Peter to stay away from Anne. As the show begins, Brian, the host, introduces the
competition and each of the competitors who then take to the stage to perform their set. As the show
finishes, Brian announces the winner. Barry automatically assumes he’s won and takes to the stage
prematurely before realising that Dave has won instead. Once the contest is over, Barry is in the toilet
complaining to the crew about the injustice of it all. As he makes his way back into the hall, he spots
Peter trying it on with Anne. Following the warning Peter was given before the contest, Barry confronts
Peter physically. Anne recoils in horror before Barry explains what he said about her over the radio.
Anne lays into Peter herself, before they reconcile their differences and leave the community centre
together.

Casting
The casting for “Two Many DJ’s” played a pivotal role in the overall success of the project. The casting
process constituted a number of key elements.

1. Character Profiling
2. Story Synopsis & Character History
3. Advertising Casting Call on ‘Star Now’ & ‘Fish Pond’
4. Actor Selection
5. Scheduling Auditions
6. Organising Video Auditions
7. Monologue Preparation
8. Casting
9. Selection Process
10. Contacting more actors to video audition.
11. Offering Roles
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Auditions
The auditions were held over a two day period on the DCU campus. Each of the actors were asked to act
out the monologue in a particular way, followed by directions to act out again in a different manner to
give a sense of range and character suitability.
Notes were made on how well the actors responded to direction, their general demeanour and appetite
for the project, and wardrobe sizes for production.

Alongside the casting itself, the group received numerous video auditions to ensure as many actors as
possible were seen. Although the group had a healthy amount of applicants for all roles, there was a
dearth in talent for the lead female role, leading the group to cast a second time. In doing so, a fee was
offered to ensure that a higher calibre of actors applied. With time running out and having cast all of the
side roles, two video auditions were reviewed, one for the male and one for the female lead.
Coincidentally, these were found to be the best of all the candidates and were both cast.

Location Scouting
Almost all the locations were found through family or friends except the community centre in the final
episode, which was made available for a fee. Each of the locations were scouted extensively by taking
photographs to give the group a sense of the space where the filming would take place. Once the
shooting script was finalised, the group returned to each of the locations with the camera of choice for
the entire project, getting to grips with camera movements and finalising static camera setups for the
interview. Undertaking this process made the crew’s job on shooting days immeasurably easier, having
visualised everything beforehand.

Set Design
Upon finishing the script, a lot of thought and consideration was given to the props and costumes which
would be required for the series. Although there was an overall aesthetic to the way the characters are
dressed, each character’s costumes are unique and reflect their personalities. The group gathered
garments from charity shops, retailers and friends known to the group. As well as costume, there were a
few more difficult props to obtain.
Since the series is primarily about DJs, the presence of various turntables and mixing sets was essential
for each character and for the competition episode most importantly. A set of decks and two mixers were
purchased from Buy and Sell sites. These were combined with vinyl players that the group members
owned to form turntables. The decks were customized for each character to personalise them and to
differentiate them from one another.
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A stage was rented out for the competition from EQ Audio and Events, as well as party lights from
Sound-Hire. Various postage and signage were also developed in Photoshop to decorate the competition
and to add depth to the series. An excel file was created with different tabs for all props and costume
required. This was utilised to have a preliminary idea of everything the group would need to gather. Once
the shooting days were finalised, specific prop lists were made for each day of filming (Appendix 1.6).
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PRODUCTION
Equipment
JVC GY-600E
ZOOM H5
Lowel Lighting Kit
RODE Boom Pole
Canon 60d
RODE NTG1 Boom Mic
Manfrotto Tripod

The Team
Director - Stephen
Camera - Brendan
Sound - Eoghan
Assistance - Sarah, Tom & Ronan

Filming
The selection of camera and the effect it would have on the picture bore some consideration. A Canon
60d was trialled when shooting test footage, but its shallow depth of field and lack of autofocus was
unsuitable for the desired style, which involved a lot of camera movement and placing the camera in the
scene. It was decided to test out the JVC and Sony EX3 video cameras. The JVC ended up being the
preferred camera of choice. It had a wide depth of field and autofocusing capabilities which made it
significantly easier to keep the subject in focus. The JVC also has a large focal length on its lens which
made it a great choice stylistically for the mockumentary style. It also made fast zooms a lot easier to pull
off with the manual ring on the lens.

Audio
The audio on set throughout the shooting process was recorded directly into the Zoom H5 handy
recorder. A boom mic was used as the primary microphone to record the dialogue between actors,
accompanied with a RODE boom pole. A lot of practice was put in to ensure that the boom swinging was
perfect on the day as there was a lot of swinging over and back between actors, especially during conflict
scenes between Anne & Barry.
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Lighting
A three-point Lowel lighting kit was used for most if not all indoor shots throughout the series. A common
issue experienced with lighting throughout production was having to deal with mixed light colour
temperatures when shooting indoors i.e. daylight and artificial light. This was often resolved by covering
windows with dark fabric in order to have maximum control over the lighting. Coloured gels and filters
were also applied onto the lights for the final episode of the series.

Music Production
As the project is based around DJs and their musical talents, the use of music was considered of the
utmost importance to the production. Due to the size of complexity of the overall project and an absence
of the skillsets required to produce electronic music to a reasonable standard, external help was required
to produce some of the music, aided by the close supervision of the Director for guidance. The software
used to create all of the music were ‘Reason 5’ and ‘Logic Pro’. The selection of music was to be drawn
from the adolescent phase of the main character’s existence. The late nineties was the era of
consideration, so mimicking trance, techno and house from this generation was our aspiration. As
inspiration, multiple compilations albums of ‘Ibiza Classics’ were listened to draw style from. Once a
select number of inspiration tracks were selected, the next step was to begin the imitation process
through production.

The main tracks that were selected were:

Robert Miles – Children
Darude – Sandstorm
ATB – Till I Come
Barthez – On the Move
Yomonda – Synth and Strings

Two full songs were created initially, one for Anne and one for Barry. These songs had to differ
significantly in style to represent both of their personalities appropriately. Then several smaller tracks had
to be made lasting the duration of about 40 seconds to be used in conjunction with the other DJs
performances at the competition. These song again had individual styles within them. The songs were
designed to have a garish feel, while maintaining an entertaining listenability for the audience.
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Unfortunately, the group could not get around to producing enough music for the entire project, due to
the sheer quantity needed, so importance was placed on the most prominent positioning of music, which
was at the competition. Other music of less prominence, was obtained through creative commons
licensing.
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POST-PRODUCTION

Editing
Due to staggered filming occurring over four Sundays, post production began almost straight away
during each interval of shooting. The first part of the editing was the intro to the series which was all shot
before any of the scripted filming took place. Each week, new footage was added to the project file and
the best takes from each day’s shooting were named and cut. The audio was synced up using a plugin
called ‘pluraleyes’ which improves efficiency by removing the time consuming manual syncing from the
process. Once all of the shooting was complete, the project was ready to be edited into a first draft. Once
a basic first draft of each of the episodes was complete, a render was sent to the group for feedback.

Each episode has different editing styles due to the differing natures between them. While each episode
generally shifts between Anne and Barry’s perspective on the same issue, the first half of the first
episode has a series of quick edits that meant the characters finished each other sentence, while the rest
of the episode involved longer takes of interview setups.

The second episode had more situational incidents taking place, relatively shifting from the static
interview setups in the first episode to live action events. These live action sequences were longer in
duration with less cuts involved to add realism, humour and drama.

The editing style of the third episode is the most different of all the episodes. Starting out in much the
same was as the previous two, the final episode took on a life of its own throughout the DJ contest. The
DJ contest required a much higher tempo and fast-pace edit with extensive cutting to replicate the
experience of a clubbing event.
The cuts were timed to the music and crossfades and black gaps in the video were used to build tension
and punctuate the climax in the music. The contest scene was the most challenging to edit due to the
complexity, quantity and timing of the cuts.

Sound Design
The sound design phase begun after each episode was picture locked. The foley was recorded on set,
alongside foley from separate recording sessions which was incorporated to create a rich atmospheric
soundscape.
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Colour Grading
The grading of all episodes was straightforward enough. In emulating real life with the mockumentary
style, no distinct colour palette or toning was required that’s so prevalent in contemporary cinema.
Ensuring grading and lighting consistency was the main issue. The contest scene required basic colour
saturation to enhance the existing luminous hues and tones.

Photography
The photography taken during production was composed with each of the actors looking straight into the
lens of the camera. These head-on shots were to be incorporated on the website over the information
about each of the episodes and drew inspiration from social documentary cover imagery present on
websites such as 4OD and BBC iPlayer (Appendix 1.9).
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ADVERTS
A key part of the project was the inclusion of parody adverts for other content on FML, designed to
amplify the satirical style of Two Many DJs to the wider delivery platform. This alternate content appears
to be available on FML, however users cannot access it. In this way, it helps to bring the platform to life,
even though it is essentially ghost content.

These adverts imitate the recommendation systems used by VOD providers to direct consumers to other
content, keeping them on the platform. As discussed in the literature review, VOD providers are
developing new ways of reaching consumers with more targeted and relevant advertising.

This required the group to work on a number of promotional slots, concurrently with the development of
the main web series. Scripts were written for three adverts to go with each episode of Two Many DJs Last Dates, Game of Scones and A Place in the Mun.
Each promo was produced and edited to ensure consistency with each other and with the FML website
and brand.

Production
The group published a listing on Starnow to cast actors for nine roles in total. This was very successful
as it attracted over fifty applications and seven roles were cast this way. The two actors for Game of
Scones were theatre actors, known to the group.

Last Dates consists of three scenes each shot in a distinct location - the park beside DCU, the Phoenix
Park and an apartment living room on Dorset St. A Place in the Mun was shot in a number of different
locations in and around Ballymun Main St. Finally, Game of Scones was shot in a back garden in Cavan.

In terms of props and costumes, the group sourced two bikes and dinner date props for Last Dates, with
each of the actors dressed in smart or casual clothes depending on the scene. The host in A Place in the
Mun, Larry Crosbie, was dressed in a suit, with hair greased back. The group sourced costume and
props for Game of Scones from DKIT drama department.

As the scripts for each of the adverts turned out to be quite long, it was decided to include full length
trailers for each on their respective episode pages, while including a shorter edit as a promo before each
episode of Two Many DJs.
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Last Dates - A parody of the reality TV show, ‘First Dates’, the promo for Last Dates shows the break-up
of three relationships in a reverse of the real show. Each scenario is shot to accentuate the humour, and
breaks away from the traditional style of First Dates.
Game of Scones - Best described as a medieval version of The Great British Bake-Off, the promo for
Game of Scones was shot and produced to be reminiscent of the opening credit sequence of its real life
counterpart - Game of Thrones.

A Place in the ‘Mun - We follow a larger than life host as he helps couples find their dream home in
Ballymun, in a distinctly Irish version of A Place in the Sun. This is particularly topical in light of the
current housing crisis in Dublin.

We faced a number of challenges during filming. For Game of Scones, we dealt with persistent rain
during the shoot which meant that we didn’t finish the shoot until 3am. Also for the bicycle date in Last
Dates, we shot the scene from the back of a car. However the engine noise caused huge issues for
sound quality, so the crew ended up pushing the car down the path.

In addition, there are a number of other programmes on the platform that help to bring it to life. The group
did not have sufficient time to produce promos for all of these, instead opting to write copy and including
photography where relevant.

Roles
Writer, Director and Producer - Ronan
Director of Photography and Editor - Brendan
Sound Design - Tom / Eoghan
Assistance - Sarah

Banner Adverts
The group also added a number of banner adverts to the video player to further bring the platform to life.
These were timed to appear at moments during the content that would create comic effect. Developing
this extra content stretched the resources, therefore caution was taken to design the adverts to keep
production straightforward without sacrificing quality.
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GRAPHICS & TYPOGRAPHY

Preparation and Influences
The primary focus of the visual design was placed on the web platform, and the branding for the fictional
media network portrayed on it. The web platform is first thing the audience sees of the piece as a whole,
it frames the whole experience, and is one of the most persistent visual elements of the piece. As such,
the group spent a lot of time defining the desired aesthetic, and iterating on the brand identity of the
fictional platform. Other brand identities, such as those of the individual programmes on the channel, and
entities in the world of the programme, were considered later.
From an early stage, the group wanted the channel to emulate the trappings of channels that target
youth and alternative markets. The Channel 4 and MTV network families were the primary influences
here, informing the brightly coloured aesthetic that the group would stick with throughout, and the cheeky
edge to the branding (E4 Idents, 2013, Goodman & Seibert, 1981-3, MTV Idents, 2008). Also important
was the self-aware edge to the design, informed largely by the work of the Designer's Republic (‘The
Designer’s Republic’, 1994, Psygnosis, 1996) and their anarchic critiques of capitalism embedded in
their designs for corporate and alternative clients, and Daniel Eatock’s (2001-9) work for Channel 4,
channeling the security and technology anxieties of post-Millennium Britain into the brand identity of
reality TV show Big Brother.

Process
The early parts of the process focused on the identity of "404OD", being a play on Channel 4's web
platform, 4 On Demand, and the commonly experienced internet error 404, encountered when a page
cannot be found. The first design was based quite closely on the Channel 4 identity with elements of the
shape of the VH1 logo, and later moved to a rounded representation of the numbers 404, with arrows to
represent the "OD" part. After trialling colours, the group settled on a pink and purple scheme that
persisted throughout development, and selected fonts related quite closely to the Channel 4 aesthetic.
It was later decided that this aesthetic was too derivative, and so the group began innovating on aspects,
while still having a well-worked example to fall back on (Appendix 3.3)
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An interim identity, Mór OD, derived some influence from the blocky aesthetic of the MTV logo and the
Gaelic-inspired typography of the RTÉ logo. This too contained wordplay in the homophony of the Irish
word 'mór' (meaning 'large'), and the English word 'more', and was represented with a triangle
reminiscent of a volume slider with a smaller triangle removed where the accent on the O in 'mór' would
be. Ultimately, the group found this identity unsatisfying, and continued to work on the branding.

The second interim identity, Súil Eile, returned to more Channel 4 influences, particularly drawing on the
eye-centred iconography of Big Brother. The abstract representation of an eye came first, followed by the
borrowing of an Irish language phrase commonly known from rhymes used in schools to teach Irish.
After trying a wide range of typography and configurations, the group liked the hexagonal figure of the
logo and ultimately kept it (with further changes), but decided to change the name. 'Súil Eile' could give
the false impression that the fictional network is primarily an Irish-language network, which is an
aspiration the group was unprepared to follow through on, and furthermore, is the slogan of TG4, and
thus too similar to an existing network for us to use.

After further development of the exact shape of the logo, the group picked out the shape of an aperture
in it, which inspired the name Focus Media Limited, or 'FML' for short. This introduces a play on the
internet slang term 'FML', short for 'fuck my life'. This informal abbreviation is a part of the way people
interact on the web and through social media. It was felt that this synthesis delivered on the same kind of
double-entendre of the 404OD identity, while also being distinctly its own brand.
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Typography and Web
The original font choices reflected the square sans-serif of the Channel 4 typeface, using fonts like Nova
Square and Notes ESA. Helvetica was included as a secondary font early in development. Thoughtful
font choice fell on the backburner while tweaks were made to the logo, and various fonts were constantly
trialled, including custom typography.

When the final FML identity was reached, the group brought back some of the MTV influence in the form
of the letters 'FML' in large, blocky Poplar Std. The group further iterated on the subtitle underneath
these letters, beginning with the same font as the larger letters, and settling on the contrasting, rounded,
lightweight Century Gothic. This carries the same extreme contrast in font weight, while still forging an
identity of its own by using a more playful, geometric typeface.

Finally, the group extended these font sensibilities to the rest of the site, with the primary body font for
the website being the same Century Gothic as the logo, with the open-source font Glacial Indifference
included as a backup. The branding of the logo was also reflected on the website in other ways,
including the hexagonal design of interface elements and the prevalence of pink, purple and blue.

Animation and Motion Graphics
Since the project revolves primarily around the production of a live-action piece, animation was always
going to have a backseat, but it still had a role to play in the framing and presentation. Animations are
part of the identities of the main channel influences, ranging from the many animated styles of classic
MTV idents of the 80s (Goodman & Seibert, 1981-3), to the surreal, 3D-animated representations of the
Channel 4 family's logos in recent times (E4 Idents, 2013). The group tried a number of animations on
the 404OD identity, echoing its curved and colourful design, following a more minimal approach owing to
our more limited resources.

Later, animations based on the FML logo played with its harsher, angular shape, its resemblance to
objects, and representations of objects constrained to 30 and 60 degree angles and 6-pointed shapes.
The lettering was also involved, with each ident involving a different wordplay on the FML acronym, such
as 'Fish My Life' and 'For Media Lovers', reflective of the motion in the ident. This playfulness draws
heavily from MTV's presentation, while still being abstract and leaning heavily on the logo and its colour
scheme as the primary point of visual interest.
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The ‘For Media Lovers’ eventually superseded ‘Focus Media Limited’ as the primary root of ‘FML’, as the
group grew to dislike having a company name in the title. Motion graphics for the production itself were
originally in a high-animated style, involving an animated intro sequence in Dublin county colours and
animated vinyl records, and similarly-styled lower third graphics. As production went on, the focus shifted
from an animated intro to a live-action intro, and the animation was pared back further, from full frame
overlay, to box overlay, and finally to just moving, partially masked text for the titles. The group felt that
this more minimal approach was more appropriate to the style, and that the larger, colourful animations
were distracting, particularly with how bright and lively the network branding is.

Parts of the intended branding survived in the production of the programme, with the colour scheme
being reused for that of the contest itself. The branding for the contest had very different needs from that
of the network and the programme, as the contest is meant to be a low budget, kitschy affair. As such,
the contest's logo is minimal, featuring the abstract representation of headphones around a musical note,
and the posters feature gaudy, clashing display fonts, public domain images of crowds, cheesy
Photoshop effects, and a prominent typographical error in the title of the contest.
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WEB DESIGN

Concept
The concept of the website, was to not only build a home for the content to sit on, but to create a “world”
in which the user would be immersed. This world was to be similar to that of other Video-On-Demand
platforms, such as Netflix, 4OD and RTE Player. The intention of the “FML world” is to provide the user
with FML originally created content, but also to create the illusion of a wider selection of available
content, through the use of video trailers and dedicated web pages, as well as the use of a number of
other titles under a “Coming Soon” section. Having elements such as these present on the website, in
conjunction with the banner adverts, would expose the overall cheeky edge that the FML world is
attempting to convey. This section of the thesis will outline the processes taken and the user-centered
design approach used in order to achieve this aesthetic in the creation of the FML world.

Information Gathering
The first stage in the web design process was to gather information and define the overall purpose and
goals of the website. While the aim of the website was to parody similar Video-On-Demand platforms,
the goal was to provide users with an excellent user experience while allowing them to access the
available content with ease. The platform also aims to give the user the familiar experience of the
distractions that are associated with some of these free video websites, such as pop-up advertisements
during video play and unskippable trailers. It was important that the group had a good understanding of
the target audience, and what they expect from a free Video-On-Demand Platform (Appendix 2.5).

Planning
Once the information gathering stage of the process had been completed, the group moved into the
planning phase, which included the development of the site architecture, wireframes and choosing which
technologies would be implemented in the development phase of the process. For the site architecture,
the group decided it was best to organise the content as simply as possible, and keep link depth to a
minimum. Once the sitemap was agreed upon, the wireframing process began. For this process,
Balsamiq Mockup software was used. Using this software allowed the group to create a number of mockups of the website as well as produce clickable prototypes to use for early user testing (Appendix 2.8).
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Once the group had a solid idea of what the site would look like, it was decided to use Dreamweaver and
Notepad++ with web scripting languages: HTML, CSS, and Javascript/JQuery for the development
phase.

Design
During the design phase, the group examined a number of popular video websites such as Netflix,
Vimeo, Vevo, and Hulu, which provided some influence in the final design. The early design concept of
the website was to have one page to fit the browser window, with all of the available content accessible
within that page without the need to scroll. The design also included elements such as a black
transparent navigation bar which was fixed to the top of each page with a hamburger menu within the
navigation bar providing links to the Home Page, About FML, and Contact FML.

It was essential for the website's Home Page to have a clear visual hierarchy due to the variation of the
importance of the content, i.e the main content “Two Many DJs” is the primary feature of the site and
should be the most prominent, while secondary and tertiary content such as the “Other FML Originals”
and “Coming Soon” features are less prominent, and therefore appear smaller and further down the
page. Organising the content so the user can instantly judge the varying importance of each piece
involved techniques such as breaking the pages up into clearly defined conventions.
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Usability
Usability is a quality attribute relating to how easy something is to use. More specifically, it refers to how
quickly people can learn to use something, how efficient they are while using it, how memorable it is,
how error-prone it is, and how much users like using it. If people can’t or won't use a feature, it might as
well not exist.
(Nielsen & Loranger, Prioritizing Web Usability, 2006.)

Throughout the web design and development phases, the group found usability testing to be an
invaluable process, and a huge influence to the final design choices.
During the design stage, we conducted user testing by using the Balsamiq mockup. By creating these
click-through prototypes, the group was able to provide the user with the illusion of what the website
might look like on completion. As the group moved into the development stage of the website, testing
began on low-fidelity mock-up prototypes for the websites, and finally, a high-fidelity prototype nearer
completion of the web development phase. This section will outline the process taken to conduct the
usability testing at various stages of the web design and development.

For the usability testing, the group employed the “Thinking Aloud” method (Nielsen & Loranger, 2006).
The “Thinking Aloud” test is whereby test participants are asked to use the system while continuously
thinking out loud, allowing them to verbalise their thoughts as they move through the user interface
(Nielsen, 1993). During each testing, participants were individually invited into a room which was
equipped with an iMac, with screen and voice recording software installed. It was important to test each
participant individually to avoid them biasing each others opinion. Participants were asked to sit in front
of the monitor, whereby the facilitator could clearly observe the participant. Before proceeding with the
test, the facilitator explained the process of the usability test before having the participant sign a consent
form to be recorded (Appendix 2.6). Using a Usability Test script derived from an example in Steve
Krug’s (2006) Don’t Make Me Think (Appendix 2.7), the testing began with a few questions regarding
the participants day to day life and internet usage. The participant was then asked to observe the
website, while thinking out loud, describing its aesthetic, and how they might begin exploring the site,
before proceeding to click through the site. Once the user had some time to explore the site, they were
given a number of tasks to perform, so we can see if the participant could use the site for its intended
purpose.
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The results of the usability testing at each stage throughout the design and development phases were
imperative to the overall design. From the task analysis and through hearing the cognitive walkthrough of
the user's task process, this allowed the group to gain an understanding in why they do what they do,
and this information was invaluable.

Development
The group executed on development of the website after filming was complete. The central technical
plank of the web component was how the video content would be delivered. It was decided early on that
the group would have more control and a more professional look if we served our own videos rather than
using a service such as Vimeo to host them. To assist with this, an open source (Apache Free Software
License 2.0) Video.js library was used, which is utilised by many corporate organisations for their web
players (Appendix 3.2). This presented its own challenges, including having to manually encode the
video at the quality levels we wanted to have available, and hosting the video files ourselves, but it was
felt that it was worth it for the granular control we had over how the video was presented. To extend the
functionality, we also used the Videojs Resolution Switcher library (same license) to allow the user to
switch between video resolutions to meet their needs.

Two further javascript libraries were employed to enrich the content: jQuery and DateFormat, both used
under the MIT License (Appendix 3.1). jQuery calls are used to animate the button scrolling, the fake
search box, the home bar and leaderboard ads that come up over the player, and the lightbox video
previews on the homepage. DateFormat is used to assist in handling strings containing date formats,
which is used on many of the side content pages to generate release dates that are always a few weeks
in the future.

The next major technical challenge was compatibility. The primary web development was done with the
use of Firefox to preview it, but it was also tested in Chrome, Internet Explorer 11 and Safari, on
Windows PCs and Macs with multiple monitor sizes, and on the native browsers of iOS, Android and
Windows Phone. As much of the design is proportional, it scales well across standard desktop screen
sizes. However, at very small sizes, the design became crushed, therefore a responsive feature was
introduced that changed the standard divs for a “mobile site”. This mobile site is single-column, removes
all the jQuery features, since many of them were triggered by mousing over an element or restricted the
view of the screen, and also uses browser-native video controls instead of the Video.js player, both to
reduce processing overhead when watching on lower-power devices, and because the native video
players of mobile browsers are at once aesthetically adequate, designed with the resolution of the device
in mind, and familiar to that device’s user.
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Only two browser-related issues were encountered. The first is minor alignment and rendering issues on
Internet Explorer, where some of the thumbnails are not perfectly aligned in a row, bold text renders
wider than on other browsers causing the row of buttons on the homepage to spill over to two lines on
smaller monitors, and the underlining on those buttons renders at one pixel thick. The other issue was
encountered on older versions of Safari, in which proportional dimensions for flexboxes are ignored,
causing many vertically centred elements around the site to instead appear at the top of their containers.
These issues have been left unfixed, it has been deemed more effort than it would be worth to fix them.
They are cosmetic issues and do not affect the functioning of the site.

Hosting and Domain
A domain name and hosting service were purchased from Register365. The package purchased
provided 50 gigabytes of storage with an unlimited amount of bandwidth. Out of a field of candidates,
the unlimited bandwidth stood out as being a necessity for a website that serves video.

Final Website Design
The finalised website design drifted slightly away from the original. The main section of the home page is
dedicated to the primary feature of the website, Two Many DJs, while arrows direct the user to the
remaining content. This pagination feature is used throughout the site, in conjunction with the indicator
points, which show the user their position on the current page. The use of colour and large bold images,
and well as numerous features on the website, allowed the FML world to portray the cheeky edge it had
aimed to achieve.
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PART 4

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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Project Management
The purpose of managing a project according to Elsom-Cook (2001) is to monitor things as they are
progressing, identify problems and deviations from plan in the early stages and correct them before they
have a detrimental effect on the overall project. For a project of this scale, project management was a
key element in the organization, and was essential for the planning and the control of the project. This
section of the thesis will explore the various project management techniques used throughout the
execution of the project.

The first stage of the project was to choose a topic that all members of the project group had an interest
in, as well as allowing group members to gain and build upon skills that would be relevant to each
individual’s future career expectations. In order to choose a topic, a Weighted Scoring Model was
implemented, whereby each member was given the task of presenting minimum two potential project
topics to the group, which were then scored out of ten, using the agreed criteria (Appendix 3.8).

After the topic of the project had been chosen, the next stage of the project planning was to break down
the project into distinct units, which could then be broken down into further subtasks. The creation of a
Gantt Chart was utilised to visualise and list these tasks, in order to get a clear indication of the project
timeline and allow for the project to be executed efficiently (Appendix 4.1).

Team Roles
When there was a clear understanding of the project and the tasks that would need to be undertaken,
the group needed to delegate the responsibilities of each of these tasks, in conjunction with each
individual's preference. In order to do this, the group used England and Finneys (2007) Responsibility
Matrix. The Responsibility Matrix (Appendix 3.9) shows the responsibilities and accountabilities for each
section of the work and gives incentives to the people involved and outlines any gaps or overlaps in the
project. While the Project Manager has prime responsibility, appointing one person as the primary
person responsible for each of the overall tasks, along with a secondary and tertiary person's
responsibility, makes communications between the team easier and more successful. While all group
members were assigned primary, secondary and tertiary roles, all members were involved in all aspects
of the project to a degree. Elsom-Cook (2001) states that it is rare for a multimedia project to go
according to plan. It was with this in mind that the group was prepared to focus on tasks which required
immediate attention, should the need arise throughout the project.
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Project Management Meetings
During the early onset of the project, an availability chart (Appendix 3.7) was created on the Google
Drive. This was an Excel document which allowed the members of the project group to communicate
their availability to the rest of the group for project meetings and production dates.

Weekly group meetings were organised during the early stages of the project. As the project progressed,
the number of meetings per week gradually began to increase in conjunction with the needs and
requirements of the project.

Minutes were taken for meetings (Appendix 3.6) allowing each member of the group to have a clear
understanding of the discussion and points that were made at each of the meetings, as well as action
points which need to be seen to prior to the next meeting. Minutes taken also provided summaries for
those who may not have been present at a meeting.

File Management
Over the course of the project, Google Drive became an invaluable file management tool. Google Drive
allowed all members of the group access to project files from anywhere, as well as allowing all members
of the group to work remotely. Backup files for each group members work were also stored on personal
computers, as well as external drives as a precaution. Larger files, such as video and audio files, were
stored on the Google Drive as well as an allocated external hard drive shared amongst the group. Having
recorded 7 days of footage, the total project was 270 gigabytes in total and was transcoded in Premiere
Pro using the .264 codec

Communication
For project management, excellent communication was essential, and it was imperative to keep
communication open between each member of the group. Group communication was primarily done
through the use of mobile communications applications such as WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, as
well as email. Weekly group meetings allowed for more in-depth communication. While we found Google
Drive to be an invaluable tool for uploading, sharing and transferring files, the group found WhatsApp to
be the most effective method of communicating any work that had been uploaded and shared on the
Google Drive, as well as confirming project meetings, and notifying the group of anything which required
urgent attention.
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Budget and Expenses
An excel spreadsheet was shared on the Google Drive for each member of the group to record their
project related expenses (Appendix 3.5). In the early stages of the project, each member of the group
agreed to contribute between 250 and 300 Euro to the funding of the project, allowing a budget of approx
1500 - 1800 Euro. The majority of the budget went towards production costs, such as actors, props, and
location rental.
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PART 5

CONCLUSION
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Conclusion
Throughout the major project, the group was challenged in many ways. Not only were present skills
available to the group utilised, but it was also a constant learning curve. Shooting a mockumentary was
completely new for the group, even to the group members that had previous experience in filmmaking.
Getting to grips with shooting a new style proved difficult, yet stimulating. The trailers and adverts also
allowed the group to dabble in a different style of production to the mockumentary, and the group needed
to be adaptable to quickly change between styles.

Most people in the group were new to web design and authoring, therefore a platform of this standard
and complexity was arduous to both design and develop. However, seeing the platform and content
amalgamating and coming to life was rewarding. While each group member was in charge of different
aspects of the project, all members were involved in every aspect of production and learned a plethora of
new skills, as well as developing already existing skills even further.

With more time, the group would further progress the platform, developing the trailers into full episodes
and generating more original content. There is a vast scope to scale FML into a fully realised, immersive
platform for future productions.

On reflection, the group felt that the content of the three Last Dates scenes suffered from
heteronormativity, as well as a lack of variety with the female character being dumped in each. However
that trend is an unfortunate coincidence due the style and range of the characters, and only became
apparent to the group on review.

Through pre-production, production and post-production, the group really got to know just how much
work goes into a production of this scale, and hope that it serves as a valuable portfolio piece for future
career prospects and as a guide for other multimedia students.
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Audio Blocks
SFX
beating-eggs_zkX3hhVO
huge-explosion-blast_GJnmSSVO
kitchen-knife-sharpen_f1zQMjVu
shop-door-opening-and-closing_GJE2Er4
sword-sheath-remove_MJRi52E_
war-explosions-background_z1jqXHNO
cinematic-fast-whoosh-blow_Gkc4brEd
jg-032316-sfx-sword-unsheathing-1
sword-whoosh-in-hall_GyaJhr4_ (1)
air-flyby-whoosh_MyCVpSV_.wav
bird_shop_with_various_birds_chirping
butcher-knife-sharpen_GJZAljE
fireball-whoosh_GknWsSNu (2)
iPhone Ringtone Opening
jg-032316-sfx-cinematic-tension-swell-3
jg-032316-sfx-knife-stabbing-4
knife-sharpen-blade-single-stroke-scrape-metal_z19gZ9Vd.wav
letter-open-paper-tear_fJyf1YEu.wav
car-doors-opening-and-closing_MkzSsBEO
fire_zkYUzME
knife-sharpening_zy6tf6Vu.wav
whip-whoosh-swoosh_fk1a1nVd.wav
towel-snap_fyOAJh4u.wav
static-oscillation_fkG2KtVd.wav
static-burst_MyYFiuVd.wav
stab-static-frequency-warp_zJIVQYV_.wav
movement-medium-fast-swooshes_M1uTzHV_.wav
fast-passing-swooshes_G1MPbSNO.wav
explosion-grenade_z12oCFVd.wav
explosion-grenade_MkPxkcVu.wav
12_full_hydrogen-fuel_0168.mp3
underwater-bubbles-blurp_Gytm0FEd.wav
Music
come-dine-with-me_zk_8zISu
quirky-motion_GJ0MSSHO
the-happy-walk_z1Nb7USd
epic-cinematic-movie-trailer-music_MJevcNN_ (1)
extreme-rock-guitar_MyDs6SrO
Bcc-031814-techno-991.wav
bcc-031814-techno-dance-976
bcc-031814-techno-for-apps-977.wav
bcc-031814-techno-music-988.wav
Premium Beat
Music
12_full_hydrogen-fuel_0168.mp3
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Director’s Notes

1.1

“Everything has already been done, every story has been told and every scene has been shot”.
(Kubrick, 1978)

Looking thematically at family dysfunction and dream chasing, I feel the Two Many DJs series has an
originally told storyline. These two themes are appealing to a wide audience as virtually everyone is
familiar to some degree with family dysfunction, just as every individual has dreams to chase, no matter
how big or small.

The three episodes each have a different feel and style that I feel creates intrigue for the audience.
Opening the first episode with a monologue delivered by both characters is an attempt at drawing the
audience into the twins’ past and connecting the pair on an almost telepathic level. While not much
happens in the way of action, the audience are introduced to the characters and the world for the first
time.

The second episode gathers real momentum, as the dynamic of the twins is revealed through both their
interactions, and the opinions of other characters who inhabit their world. These interactions also bring
the audience to engaging environments to enrich the setting.

The final episode, mainly in the competition scene, took on a life of its own and gave us a chance to veer
away from style in the previous episodes by allowing us to incorporate completely different lighting and
editing styles, inspired by films like Kevin and Perry go Large (2000) and It’s All Gone Pete Tong (2004),
to which I feel worked to great effect.

In reference to our main inspiration, Paths to Freedom (2000), the intention was to play with stereotypes
by amplifying them. Paths to Freedom handled the balance of social class diplomatically by juxtaposing
the lower and upper class stereotypes against one another to excellent effect. With the world of our story
set in a working class area of Dublin, and us playing around with stereotypes, it was important not to
demonise the working class. In doing so, creating characters with empathy, like Anne in particular, that
were relatable and likeable was imperative in avoiding this demonisation.
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Many challenges presented themselves throughout the course of the project but the biggest, I found, was
creating comedy, as it’s widely regarded as something notoriously difficult to do. Firstly, attempting to
write something funny in the first place is far from straightforward. Secondly, getting the right actors,
locations, props, and direction across in a way that manages to hold some semblance of humor was
extremely testing. And while possibly not funny to many, in the main, I think the project achieves a
degree of humour that appeals to our target audience.

Another challenge was working with a totally inexperienced actor who played the lead Barry. His
nervousness at various points throughout production meant a massive amount of takes had to be done
to ensure everything that was needed from the scene was captured. This in turn had a knock on effect
on production as we ran out of time on one occasion, leading to rescheduling.

I think the strengths of the project lie in the characters themselves alongside the overall level of
production. The extent of planning in pre-production was of great benefit to production, making it a
relatively painless operation overall. I also feel that the locations chosen for the project worked really well
and each added to the fabric of the world, enhancing its overall credibility.

However, there are numerous weaknesses. I feel the pacing may be a little slow in certain points due to
some of the long takes that are present. As part of my vision for the first two episodes in particular, I
wanted long, singular takes with minimal cuts to create a sense of realism. Solving this issue could have
been handled with jump cut editing, but in doing so, it would have altered the style I was trying to convey,
to which I was not prepared to do in fear of completely losing this sense of realism. Some of the acting is
weak at points due to inexperience, and the scene in the cafe only half drives the plot, which in hindsight
may have been unnecessary altogether.

Overall, I’m happy with how the production finished and while no means a perfect piece, I feel the series
has enough character and high production value throughout to stand out as a quality piece of work.
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Full Equipment List

1.2

Video
!

JVC GY-600E

!

Canon 60D

!

Shoulder Rig/Stabiliser

!

2 Manfrotto Tripods

!

Powerful LED light to mount on JVC

!

Lowel lighting kit

!

External Video Monitor

!

2 Extension lead reels

Audio
!

2 Zoom H5

!

2 RODE NTG1 Boom Mics

!

2 Boom Poles

!

Mic stand
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Call Sheet – Crew

1.3

Name

Phone

E-mail

Role

Stephen McKenna

0879033634

stephenmckenna.media@gm
ail.com

Writer/Director

Brendan McElroy

0863440506

Brendan.mcelroy4@mail.dcu. D.O.P
ie

Sarah MacSweeney 0857349697

sarah.macsweeney2@mail.d
cu.ie

1st AD

Tomas Quinn

0851654019

Tomas.quinn26@mail.dcu.ie

Props & Set
Design

Eoghan Fearon

0861991483

Eoghan.fearon2@mail.dcu.ie

Sound

Ronan Martin

0868409935

Ronan.martin32@mail.dcu.ie

Script Editor

Call Sheet - Cast
Name

Phone

E-mail

Role

Adam Lyons

0851021928

romolyons@hotmail.com

Barry Duke

Donna Partrice

0863811399

donna.patrice1@gmail.com

Anne Duke

Luke H

0833352748

luke28981@live.ie

Peter Riley

Greg Byrne

0872171615

gregraybyrne@gmail.com

Dave Healey

Fiona Doyle

0876651659

fionadoyle26@hotmail.com

Auntie Teresa

Luke Nelson

James Murphy

Joseph Nelson

Brian the Host

Katie MacCourt

Customer
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Shot List - Day 1

1.4

Production Info:
Writer/Director: Stephen McKenna
FML – Two Many DJs
DOP: Brendan McElroy
Film Production,
First AD: Sarah MacSweeney
Glasnevin,
Dublin.
On Set Phone Number:
Crew Call: July 9th 2016/9 AM
Crew Required:
Actors Required:
Stephen
Adam (Freebird Records, CLondaling)
Brendan
Greg (Gregs House)
Eoghan
Luke (Kickstream)
Tom
Location Address:
Freebird Record Shop, 15A Wicklow Street, Dublin 2.
Clondalkin Area.
Gregs apartment
Kickstream FM
Notes:
Equipment Required: Zoom, Boom, Batteries, Tripod, Headphones, Lighting Kit,
Extension leads, Monitor, JVC Camera

Shots
Scene
Freebird Records

Shot
1

Type

Description
Interview Setup

Freebird Records

2

Freebird Records

3

CU

Hands flipping through records

Freebird Records

4

CU

Barry’s reaction looking through records

Freebird Records

5

MS

Barry handing over cash to shopkeeper

Freebird Records

6

CU

Cash for record

Freebird Records

7

Freebird Records

8

CU

Music genres

Freebird Records

9

CU

Barry’s hands flipping through records

Freebird Records

10

CU

Barry pulling record from sleeve

Freebird Records

11

MS

Barry letting record fall out

Clondalkin

12

MS

Adam from the car

Done

Interview Follow

Pull focus along records
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Clondalkin

13

CU

Wheels spinning

Gregs House

14

Gregs House

15

MS

Tracking Greg coming up stairs

Gregs House

16

CU

Greg’s bandaged fingers mixing

Gregs House

17

CU

Greg’s reaction

Gregs House

18

MS

Greg mixing tunes

Gregs House

19

WS

Greg mixing tunes

Gregs House

20

OS

Greg mixing tunes

Gregs House

21

CU

Hand closing blinds

Kickstream FM

22

Kickstream FM

23

MS

Luke talking into Microphone (cheeky wink
to camera)

Kickstream FM

24

CU

Luke’s fingers mixing

Kickstream FM

25

CU

Luke’s reaction mixing

Kickstream FM

26

MS

Luke mixing tunes

Kickstream FM

27

WS

Luke mixing tunes

Kickstream FM

28

OS

Luke mixing tunes

Interview Setup

Tracking Luke showing crew around

Audio
Freebird

1

3 x songs played right stereo system

Freebird

2

2 minute shop ambience (all lights on)

Gregs House

3

2 minutes room ambience

Gregs House

4

2 x songs from speakers

Kickstream

5

2 minutes room ambience

Kickstream

6

2 x songs from speakers
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Shot List - Day 2

Production Info:
Writer/Director: Stephen McKenna
FML – Two Many DJs
DOP: Brendan McElroy
Film Production,
First AD: Sarah MacSweeney
Glasnevin,
Dublin.
On Set Phone Number:
Crew Call: July 17th 2016/7 AM
Crew Required:
Actors Required:
Stephen
Donna - Anne
Brendan
Adam - Barry
Eoghan
Fiona - Auntie Teresa
Tom
Sarah
Ronan
Location Address:
Keoghs Cafe, Dame Street.
Clondalkin House
Notes:
Equipment Required: Zoom, Boom, Batteries, Tripod, Headphones, Lighting Kit,
Extension leads, Monitor,

Shots
Scene
Keoghs Cafe

Shot
1

Type
CU

Description
Anne grinding beans

Keoghs Cafe

2

CU

Anne steaming milk

Keoghs Cafe

3

CU

Anne tamping coffee

Keoghs Cafe

4

CU

Coffee filtering into steel cups

Keoghs Cafe

5

CU

Steam coming from machine

Keoghs Cafe

6

MS

Front of Cafe

Keoghs Cafe

7

WS-MS

Front of cafe

Keoghs Cafe

8

MS-WS

Front of cafe

Clondalkin House

9

MS

Opening Monologue - Sitting on bed
drinking tea (picture on bedside
locker)

Clondalkin House

10

MS

Clondalkin House

11

MS

Anne is sitting on bed reading
competition letter
Anne Playing Decks

Done
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Clondalkin House

12

CU

Anne’s hands mixing

Clondalkin House

13

CU

Anne’ hands on headphones

Clondalkin House

14

CU

Picture of mother on table

Clondalkin House

15

WS

Anne sitting on stairs giving out
about Barry

Clondalkin House

16

CU

Anne Hands

Clondalkin House

17

Clondalkin House

18

OS

Clondalkin House

19

MWS

Clondalkin House

20

MCU

Clondalkin House

21

Clondalkin House
Clondalkin House
Clondalkin House
Clondalkin House

22
23
24
25

CU
CU
CU
Barry OS
to Anne
WS

Clondalkin House

26

MS

Clondalkin House
Clondalkin House
Clondalkin House
Clondalkin House

27
28
29
30

MS
MS
handheld
CU

Anne Walking to the contest
Anne walking from kitchen to stairs,
Letter comes in the door. Anne picks
it up and stares at it. Barry shouts
from living room.
Barry runs and grabs letter.
Barry sitting in chair looking for
record. Anne is in her bedroom.
Auntie Teresa - Interview Setup sitting in chair.
Camera is up close for dialogue.
Zooms out after ‘Just what the doctor
ordered’
Crucifix and telephone
Hands
Face
Barry walks down stairs to find Anne
sitting at table Barry comes in and
opens fridge, Barry runs upstairs
followed by Anne (snaps record)
Anne showing the crew her
equipment.Barry screams from
bathroom
! Anne’s Reaction
! Camera pans around to
bathroom
! Door opens with barry on the
toilet - Dialogue
! Barry looks to camera man asks for toilet roll
! Camera man hands some to
him
! Back to Anne’s reaction
Barry Making tea
Barry Interview Set up
Barry on bed reading letter
hands mixing
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Clondalkin House
Clondalkin House
Clondalkin House
Clondalkin House
Clondalkin House
Clondalkin House

31
32
33
34
35
36

CU
CU
CU
WS
MS - W
WS

Clondalkin House
Clondalkin House

37
38
39

CU
CU
MS

hands on headphones
Mixing
Mixing
Barry cooking beans - dialogue
Barry cooking beans - dialogue
Barry comes back into kitchen with
headphones on
Beans burning
Kettle boiling
Rolling cigarette, listening to radio

Audio
Keoghs Cafe

1

AUD

Shop ambience - 2 minutes

Keoghs Cafe

2

AUD

Steam sound

Keoghs Cafe

3

AUD

Steaming milk sound

Keoghs Cafe

4

AUD

Coffee extraction sound

Keoghs Cafe

5

AUD

Beans Grinding sound

Keoghs Cafe

6

AUD

Classic Music

Clondalkin House

7

AUD

Anne Responding from upstairs

Clondalkin House

8

AUD

Barry music Track through speakers

Clondalkin House

9

AUD

Beans sizzling in pan

Clondalkin House

10

AUD

Kettle Boiling

Clondalkin House

11

AUD

Fire Alarm

Clondalkin House

12

AUD

Beans burning

Clondalkin House

13

AUD

Barry’s music through wall

Clondalkin House

14

AUD

Anne playing her music on speakers
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Shot List - Day 3

Production Info:
FML – Two Many DJs
Film Production,
Glasnevin,
Dublin.
On Set Phone Number:
Crew Required:
Stephen
Brendan
Eoghan
Tom
Sarah
Ronan

Writer/Director: Stephen McKenna
DOP: Brendan McElroy
First AD: Sarah MacSweeney

Crew Call: July 24th 2016/12PM
Actors Required:
Adam - Barry
Donna - Anne
Greg - Dave
Luke - James
Joseph - Brian
Luke - Peter
Extras

Location Address:
Kilbarrack Community Centre
Notes:
Equipment Required: Zoom, Boom, Batteries, Tripod, Headphones, Lighting Kit,
Extension leads, Monitor, JVC Camera

Shots
Scene
EXT. Railings With Bike
Interview Set Up in
Hall - Anne ( Barry
& Dave in
Background) House Lights on
Bathroom

Shot
1

Type

Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
(bar laser or
moving lights)
Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
(bar laser or
moving lights)

4

MS

Host on Stage - Opening Dialogue “Good evening Ladies….. -First Up,
James, Take the Tables

5

MS

Host on Stage - “Outrageous Stuff… And the winner is DJ Dave Healy”
Barry walks up on stage as he thinks
he’s won. Host - “Congratulations
Dave… Everybody give him a round of
applause”

2

3

Description
Barry leaving his bike on a railing and
Anne walking by.
“How are you feeling Anne?” - Barry
can be seen in background talking to
Dave

Done

“How are you feeling Barry?” -
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6

Cu

Barry’s Reaction - fuming

Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
Contest - - House
Lights Off/All
Disco Lights On
With Actors During
Contest - Each DJ
- moving lights

7

CU

Barry’s Reaction - thinks he’s won

8

CU

Anne’s Reaction - nervous as she waits

9

WS

Dave Receiving trophy and cheque

10

WS

Crowd applauding loudly x 3 angles

11

CU

Hands applauding

12

MS

extras chatting with each other

13

MS

Crowd dancing around

14

MS

Crowd drinking cans

15

CU

legs dancing

16

CU

Extras faces dancing

17

CU

glow sticks waving around

18

CU

each of the DJ’s faces

James Murphy

20

CU

Hands on Decks

James Murphy

21

MS

From front of Stage

James Murphy

22

MCU

Gesticulating to crowd

19
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James Murphy
James Murphy

23
24

MS-W
WSOS
OS
MS

James Murphy
James Murphy
Peter Riley
Peter Riley
Peter Riley
Peter Riley
Peter Riley
Peter Riley
Peter Riley

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Peter Riley

34

Peter Riley

35

CU

Anne Looking on

Peter Riley

36

MS

Peter blowing the crowd kisses

Peter Riley

37

MS

Peter hands over ear to crowd

Anne

38

CU

Hands on Decks

Anne

39

CU

“Give me the money Bitch”

Anne

40

MS

general mixing

Anne

41

MCU

From front of Stage

Anne

42

MCU

Gesticulating to crowd

Anne

43

MSOS

pathetic crowd dancing

Anne

44

WSOS

extras looking at DJ

Anne

45

OS

Looking out at crowd

Anne

46

MS

Barry looking on

Anne

47

MS

Anne reacting to “Tramp” taunts

Barry

48

CU

Hands on Decks

Barry

49

MS

general mixing

Barry

50

MS

From front of Stage

Barry

51

MCU

Gesticulating to crowd

CU
MS
MCU
MS-W
MS
WS OS
OS

pathetic crowd dancing
extras looking at DJ
Looking out at crowd
General Mixing
Peter Riley
Hands on Decks
From front of Stage
Gesticulating to crowd
pathetic crowd dancing
Barry looking annoyed
extras looking at DJ
Looking out at crowd
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Barry

52

MSW

pathetic crowd dancing

Barry

53

MS

Anne looking on annoyed

Barry

54

WSOS

extras looking at DJ

Barry

55

OS

Looking out at crowd

Dave

56

CU

Hands on Decks

Dave

57

MS

Dave mixing through the pain

Dave

58

MS

general mixing

Dave

59

CU

Sweating

Dave

60

MS

From front of Stage

Dave

61

MCU

Gesticulating to crowd

Dave

62

MSW

pathetic crowd dancing

Dave

63

WSOS

extras looking at DJ

Dave

64

OS

Looking out at crowd

Toilets into Hall

65

Barry is taking a slash in the toilet still
talking to the crew. He leaves to walk out
and spots Peter sleazing on Anne. Barry
says “I told him to stay away from Anne”
and proceeds to run over to the pair and
punches Peter in the face. Barry puts his
arm around Anne and The pair walk out.
Peter is left there with blood on his face.

66

CU

Empty cans

67

CU

Half eaten sandwiches

68

CU

Empty crisp packets

69

CU

Spilt minerals

70

CU

Empty Hall
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Audio
Community
Centre

AUD

Pulling and dragging tables & Chairs.

Community
Centre

AUD

Chairs falling over.

Community
Centre

AUD

Kitchenette shutter opening closing.

Community
Centre

AUD

Stacking chairs.

Community
Centre

AUD

Haze machine going off.

Community
Centre

AUD

Microphone Squeal.

Community
Centre

AUD

Sweeping the Floor.

Community
Centre

AUD

Clearing up the crisps and minerals.

Community
Centre

AUD

Anne kicking Punch Bag.

Community
Centre

AUD

Barry Punching Punch Bag/Kneeing Punch Bag

Community
Centre

AUD

Peeing into toilet

Community
Centre

AUD

Flushing Toilet

Community
Centre

AUD

Community centre doors opening

Community
Centre

AUD

Footsteps running up the centre

Community
Centre

AUD

Dialogue recorded over PA Speakers

Community
Centre

AUD

Clean audio with no Music

Community
Centre

AUD

Pretend Chatting Behind Main Actors
Walking behind actors Etc.

Community
Centre

AUD

Extras in Socks Miming Conversation/Shuffling
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Community
Centre

AUD

Crew De Rigging

Community
Centre

AUD

Music is Cut

Community
Centre

AUD

2 mins Empty Community centre with lights on

Community
Centre

AUD

1 Min of Bathroom.

Community
Centre

AUD

Crew Setting Up.

Community
Centre

AUD

Two mins of extras chatting among themselves

Community
Centre

AUD

Two mins of extras chatting (louder)

Community
Centre

AUD

Clapping (Pathetically)

Community
Centre

AUD

Clapping (Loud)

Community
Centre

AUD

Clapping and cheering (Pathetically)

Community
Centre

AUD

Clapping and cheering (Loud)

Community
Centre

AUD

Noise of feet dancing on wooden floor.

Community
Centre

AUD

Shouting Contestant names
○ “Go on Dave”
○ “Go on Barry”
○ “Go on Peter”
○ “Go on Anne” - Girls shouting.
○ “We love you Peter”
○ “Girls cheering Only”
○ “Boys cheering Only”
○ “Booing”
○ “Laughing”
○ “Tramp, Tramp”
○ Crowd reacting to microphone squeal.
○ Reaction to Barry punching Peter.
○ “That’s it Barry, Burst Him”
○ “Could all competitors proceed to the
front of the stage please, All

57

competitors to the front of the stage”
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1.5

AUDITION & CASTING RELEASE FORM
Location:
Room CG04,
Henry Grattan Building,
Dublin City University,
Glasnevin Campus, Dublin 9.

Date: June 8/9th 2016
Casting Director:
Stephen McKenna
Working Production Title:
Dublins Got DJs

Participant/ Talent:
Name:

___________________________________________________________________________

Address:

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

E-mail:

___________________________________________________________________________

Telephone:

___________________________________________________________________________

Memorandum of agreement between:
____________________________(Producer/Director) & _______________________(Participant)
The participant/talent hereby grants to the producer/director the irrevocable
right and license to use and publish his/her likeness, photograph, recorded voice
and performance for the purpose of the above production entitled.
The participant also hereby assigns the producer full copyright of such video or
audio recordings of his/her likeness and performance for the use in all media
and all territories for any and every purpose including but not limited to the
following: (i) The making of the video; (ii) the use of the video for the purposes
of public performance; (iii) the sake, letting for hire or distribution for the
purposes of trade, of Television Worldwide (including cable of digital); (iv) the
use of the video or stills or extracts therefrom for the purposes of packaging,
advertising and promotion; (v) the use of the video online for the purposes of
promotion and informing.
I confirm that I am in agreement with the terms and conditions stated above
before signing below.
__________________________________

__________________________________

(Participant)

(Director/Producer)

__________________________________
Date

_________________________________
Date
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MUSIC RELEASE FORM
--------------------------------------- Song/Music Details -------------------------------------Song/Music Title: ___________________________________ Duration: ________________________
Composer:

__________________________________________Phone: __________________________

Other Creators/Performers (Specify roles: Lyrics, Vocals etc: _______________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
---------------------------------------- Production Details -------------------------------------Producer Name: __________________________________________________________________________
Production Company: ___________________________________________________________________
Production Title: _________________________________________________________________________
Memorandum of agreement between:
____________________________ (Producer/Director) & ____________________________(Talent)
I hereby irrevocably grant to Producer the right, but not the obligation, in
perpetuity throughout the world and in all media, now or hereafter known, to
use (in any manner it deems appropriate, and without limitation), in connection
with Production, by whatever means exhibited, advertised or exploited, the
Material, composed, performed or otherwise created by me. Use of the Material
by Producer is strictly limited to Production referenced herein. Producer will in
its sole discretion accord me credit in the Production and otherwise for such use.
I represent that I have the right to grant to Producer the right to use the Material
without the necessity of obtaining the consent of any third person or entity,
other than the creators specified in this contract and any of its attachments, and
that the Material does not infringe the copyright or violate any right of publicity,
privacy or any other right of any person or entity.
Signatures of all composer(s), other creators / performers mentioned above:
Name:

Signature:

Date: / /

Name:

Signature:

Date: / /

Name:

Signature:

Date: / /

Name:

Signature:

Date: / /
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LOCATION RELEASE FORM
---------------------------------------- Production Details -------------------------------------Producer Name: __________________________________________________________________________
Production Company: ___________________________________________________________________
Production Title: _________________________________________________________________________
------------------------------------------ Location Details ---------------------------------------Property Owner/Manager: _____________________________________________________________
Property Owner/Manager Phone: _____________________________________________________
Property Address: _______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Property Contents: ______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
-------------------------------------- Permission Agreement ----------------------------------Permission is hereby granted to ____________________________________________ to use the
aforementioned property for the purpose of photographing and recording scenes
for the above-mentioned program produced by _____________________________________.
Permission includes the right to bring personnel and equipment on the property
and to remove them after the completion of work. The permission herein shall
include the right, but not the obligation, to photograph the actual name
connected with the premises and to user such name in the program(s).
The undersigned hereby gives to ____________________________________________, its
assigns, agents, licensees, affiliates, clients, principals, and representatives the
absolute right and permission to copyright, use, exhibit, display, print,
reproduce, televise, broadcast and distribute, for any lawful purpose, in whole or
in part, through any means without limitation, any scenes containing the above
described premises, all without inspection or further consent or approval by the
undersigned of the finished product or of the use to which it may be applied.
____________________________________________, hereby agrees to hold the undersigned
harmless of and free from any and all liability and loss which
____________________________________________, and/or its agents, may suffer for any
reason, except that directly caused by the negligent acts or deliberate
misconduct of the owner of the premises or its agents.
The undersigned hereby warrants and represents that the undersigned has full
right and authority to solely enter into this agreement concerning the above
described premises, and that the undersigned hereby indemnifies and holds
____________________________________________, and/or its agents, harmless from and
against any and all loss, liability, costs, damages or claims of any nature arising
from, growing out of, or concerning the use of the above described premises
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TALENT RELEASE FORM
------------------------------------------ Talent Details -----------------------------------------Name:

___________________________________________D.O.B ___________________________

Address:

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

E-mail:

_____________________________________________________________________________

Phone:

_____________________________________________________________________________

Agent/Manager Name: ______________________________ Phone: ___________________________
---------------------------------------- Production Details -------------------------------------Producer Name: __________________________________________________________________________
Production Company: ___________________________________________________________________
Production Title: _________________________________________________________________________
Memorandum of agreement between:
____________________________ (Producer/Director) & ____________________________(Talent)
The participant/talent hereby grants to the producer/director the irrevocable
right and license to use and publish his/her likeness, photograph, recorded voice
and performance for the purpose of the above production entitled.
The participant also hereby assigns the producer full copyright of such video or
audio recordings of his/her likeness and performance for the use in all media
and all territories for any and every purpose including but not limited to the
following: (i) The making of the video; (ii) the use of the video for the purposes
of public performance; (iii) the sake, letting for hire or distribution for the
purposes of trade, of Television Worldwide (including cable of digital); (iv) the
use of the video or stills or extracts therefrom for the purposes of packaging,
advertising and promotion; (v) the use of the video online for the purposes of
promotion and informing.
I confirm that I am in agreement with the terms and conditions stated above
before signing below.
__________________________________

__________________________________

(Talent)

(Director/Producer)

__________________________________
Date

_________________________________
Date
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Prop List - Day 1 - 9th July 2016
Location

Prop

Responsible

Freebird Record

Cash

Tom

Freebird Record

Records x 4

Sarah

1.6
Notes

Costumes for Freebird Records:
Actor

Costume

Responsible

Notes

Barry

Everyday Tracksuit

Tom

matching
jumper/pants.
Adidas/Nike runners

Location

Prop

Responsible

Notes

Clondalkin Estate

Bike

Tom

Clondalkin Estate

Padlock

Tom

Costumes for Freebird Records:
Actor

Costume

Responsible

Notes

Barry

Competition Outfit

Tom

Green Hoodie, Navy
Pants

Location

Prop

Responsible

Notes

Attic Room,
Kimmage

Decks

Stephen Set

Attic Room,
Kimmage

Posters

Sarah

Attic Room,
Kimmage

Bandages

Ronan

Attic Room,
Kimmage

Speakers

Set in House

Attic Room,
Kimmage

Records

Brendan
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Attic Room,
Kimmage

Laptop

Tom

Attic Room,
Kimmage

Headphone

Sarah

Costumes for Attic Room, Kimmage:
Actor

Costume

Responsible

Notes

Dave

Everyday Outfit

Stephen

Colourful tshirt

Location

Prop

Responsible

Notes

Kickstream Radio

Posters

Sarah

Kickstream Radio

On Air Sign

Brendan/Sarah

Kickstream Radio

Cans

Tom

Kickstream Radio

Cigarettes

Tom

Kickstream Radio

Records

In Station

Kickstream Radio

Headphones

In Station

Kickstream Radio
Costumes for Kickstream, Drogheda:
Actor

Costume

Responsible

Notes

Peter Riley

Everyday outfit

Stephen

Snapback, hi tops,
dark jeans, leather
jacket
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Prop List - Day 2 - 17th July 2016
Location

Prop

Responsible

Notes

Keoghs Cafe

Coffee, etc.

Stephen

Everything supplied
in Cafe

Costumes for Keoghs Cafe:
Actor

Costume

Responsible

Notes

Anne

Work Uniform

Actor has outfit

Black t-shirt, Black
pants, apron.
Accessories.

Customer

Office Uniform

Actor has outfit

Black skirt, white
shirt, blazer, shoes.

Location

Prop

Responsible

Notes

Clondalkin House

Records

Brendan

Clondalkin House

Breakable records

Sarah

Clondalkin House

Speakers

Brendan

Clondalkin House

Laptop

Tom

Clondalkin House

Annes Decks

Sarah/Benny/Ste

Clondalkin House

DJ Mags

Sarah

Clondalkin House

Barrys Decks

Stephen

Clondalkin House

Cigarettes

Tom

Clondalkin House

Photo Frames

Sarah

Clondalkin House

Photographs Printed

Sarah

Clondalkin House

Competition Letter

Sarah

X4 pp

Clondalkin House

Competition
Envelopes

Sarah

X10 pp

Clondalkin House

Suitcase

Sarah

Benny/Sarah Vinyl
players, stephen
mixer.
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Clondalkin House

Stickers for decks

Sarah/Brendan

Clondalkin House

Beans

Sarah

Clondalkin House

Posters

Sarah/Stephen/Ben

Clondalkin House

Headphones Barrys

Stephen

Clondalkin House

Headphones Annes

Brendan

Clondalkin House

Bluetack

Sarah

Clondalkin House

Tinfoil/Label

Sarah

Clondalkin House

Pot

Tom

Costumes for Clondalkin House:
Actor

Costume

Responsible

Notes

Auntie Teresa

Off to the sun outfit

Actor bringing outfit

Sunglasses, Blue
top, White pants,
sandles.

Barry

Everyday tracksuit

Anne

Competition Outfit

Tom

Pink hoodie, nike
runners,

Anne

Everyday Outfit

Tom/Actor

White jumper, Black
leggings, runners

Hendrix t-shirt,
tracksuit.
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Prop List - Day 3 - July 24th 2016
Location

Prop

Responsible

Notes

Community Centre

Stage

Sarah

Rent - EQ
Audio/Events
Van to transport
stage.

Community Centre

Strobe lights

Sarah

Rent - Sound-hire

Community Centre

PA System/Mic

Stephen

Community Centre

Decks

Stephen/Sarah

Community Centre

Banners

Sarah

Community Centre

Posters

Sarah

Community Centre

Table for stage

In centre

Community Centre

Fliers

Sarah

Community Centre

Speakers

Stephen

Community Centre

Catering

Stephen

Community Centre

Novelty Cheque

Sarah

Community Centre

Bandages

Ronan

Community Centre

Bike

Tom

Community Centre

Black Sacks

Stephen

Community Centre

Haze machine

Sarah

Community Centre

Duct tape

Stephen

Community Centre

Party Food

Sarah

Community Centre

Scissors

Sarah

Community Centre

Measuring tape

Sarah

Community Centre

Cans

Sarah

Community Centre

Red cups

Sarah

Community Centre

Water

Sarah

Community Centre

Glowsticks

Sarah

Sandwiches

Rent - Sound-hire

Crisps/lollies/peanut
s
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Community Centre

Tables clothes

Sarah

Costumes for Kilbarrack Community Centre:
Actor

Costume

Responsible

Barry

Comp Outfit

Tom/Actor

Anne

Comp Outfit

Tom/Actor

Peter Riley

Comp Outfit

Sourced by actor

Dave Healy

Comp Outfit

Sourced by actor

James Murphy

Comp Outfit

Sourced by actor

Brian The Host

Comp Outfit

Benny/actor

Notes

Dublin got djs Shirt
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Shot List - Last Dates- Bikes

2.3

Production Info:
Writer/Director: Ronan Martin
FML – Last dates
DOP: Brendan McElroy
Film Production,
Glasnevin,
Dublin.
On Set Phone Number:
Crew Call: 1st August - 3.30pm
Crew Required:
Actors Required:
Brendan
Ronan Larkin
Eoghan
Fiona Kelly
Ronan
Tom
Location Address:
Phoenix Park
Notes:
Equipment Required: Zoom, Boom, Batteries, Headphones,JVC
Shots
Scene
Bikes in Phoenix
Park
Bikes in Phoenix
Park
Bikes in Phoenix
Park
Bikes in Phoenix
Park

Shot
1

Type
CU

Description
Girls face

Done

2

CU

Guys Face

3

CU

Estates / Flats / Houses

4

WS

1 continous shot of them cycling and
talking

Costumes - Last Dates
Costumes for Game of Scones:
Actor

Costume

Responsible

Fiona

Casual Summer

Actor

Ronan

Casual summer

Actor

Notes

Props for Last Dates Bikes:
Prop

Responsible

Notes
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Bikes x2

Rental (Ronan)

Shot List - Game Of Scones

Production Info:
Writer/Director: Ronan Martin
FML – Two Many DJs
DOP: Brendan McElroy
Film Production,
Glasnevin,
Dublin.
On Set Phone Number:
Crew Call: Aug 2rd/9PM
Crew Required:
Actors Required:
Brendan
Donal
Sarah
Richard
Ronan
Location Address:
Garden in Kingscourt
Notes:
Equipment Required: Zoom, Boom, Batteries, Tripod, Headphones, Lighting Kit,
Extension leads, DSLR, Monopod

Shots
Scene
Montage Shots

Shot
1

Type
CU

Description
knife being withdrawn from knife block

Montage Shots

2

CU

eggs being cracked

Montage Shots

3

CU

mix being whisked

Montage Shots

4

CU

dough being rolled

Montage Shots

5

Montage Shots

6

CU

the fire burning

Montage Shots

7

MCU

pokers heating up on the fire

Montage Shots

8

MCU

bread being cut

Montage Shots

9

CU

of sugar being sprinkled

Montage Shots

10

MCU

smoke rising

Montage Shots

11

Shots w/Actors

12

CU

CU wiping sweat of brow

Shots w/Actors

13

MC

MS attending to scones on the bench to
the left of the fire

Done

Pan across table

Sliding shot from upstairs window
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Shots w/Actors

14

CU MCU
MCUMS

CU & MCU of staredown

Shots w/Actors

15

Shots w/Actors

16

MS

Food

17

CU

MS of both bakers stare with fire in the
background
flour being sifted

Food

18

CU

sugar being sprinkled

Food

19

CU

of dough being rolled

Food

20

MCU

the dough being punched (dramatically)

Food

21

MCU

eggs being whipped

Food
Food
Food
Food
Actors

22
23
24
25
26

CU
CU

Actors
Actors

27
28

MCU
WS

Actors
Actors
Actors

29
30
31

WS
WS
CU

Actors
Actors

32
33

CU
WS

eggshells piling up
cream being whipped
Time lapse of the scones rising
jam splattering (like blood)
chef sheathing sword from belt or of a
long knife withdrawn from a knife block
chef sharpening knives/sword
chef cutting through the dough with a
sword
chefs fencing
chef waiting by the oven
chef’s brow sweating with the heat of
the ovens/looking at judge
an egg-timer
chef presenting scones to judge

CU
MCU

MCU & MS of cutting through scone

34

Audio
Foley

AUD

Drawing of sword

Foley

AUD

Mixing in pot

Foley

AUD

Fire crackling

Foley

AUD

Stabbing
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Props - Game of Scones

2.4

Location

Prop

Responsible

Notes

Garden In
Kingscourt

Candle

Ronan

Garden In
Kingscourt

Hotpokers

Ronan

Garden In
Kingscourt

Combat Knife

Ronan

Garden In
Kingscourt

Swords

Eoghan

Garden In
Kingscourt

Baking materiels

Ronan

Wooden/Steel

Notes

Costumes for Game of Scones:
Actor

Costume

Responsible

Actor 1

Fur, Black cloak,
Black pants, shoes

Eoghan

Actor 2

Fur, Black cloak,
Black pants, shoes

Eoghan
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Shot List - A Place in the Mun

Production Info:
Writer/Director: Ronan Martin
FML – Place In the Mun
DOP: Brendan McElroy
Film Production,
Glasnevin,
Dublin.
On Set Phone Number:
Crew Call: 1st August - 11am
Crew Required:
Actors Required:
Brendan
Aidan O'Sullivan
Eoghan
Ronan
Location Address:
Ballymun
Notes:
Equipment Required: Zoom, Boom, Batteries, Headphones, Extension leads, JVC

Shots
Scene
Ballymun

Shot
1

Type
CU

Description
Garda Station

Done

Ballymun

2

CU

The Towers Pub

Ballymun

3

CU

Estates / Flats / Houses

Ballymun main
street
Grassy area
beside burnt out
trolley
Car park behind
supervalu
Row of houses
with Sold signs

4

MS

Tracking Shot Walking towards camera

5

MS

Tracking Shot Walking towards camera

6

MS

Tracking Shot Walking towards camera

7

MS

Tracking Shot Walking towards camera

Costumes - Place in the Mun
Costumes for GPlace in the Mun:
Actor

Costume

Responsible

Host

Suit

Actor

Extra

Hoodie. Bag, cap

Ronan

Notes
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Personas

2.5
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2.9

123

Terms of use for the jQuery library

3.1

Copyright © 2016 The jQuery Foundation
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and
associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies
of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the
following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS
OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
Terms of use for dateformat.js:
Copyright © 2007-2009 Steven Levithan
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and
associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies
of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the
following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS
OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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3.2
Apache License (Terms for use of the Video.js and Video.js Resolution Switcher Libraries)
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined
by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is
granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are
controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such
entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this
License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to
software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a
Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and
conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available
under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or
derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other
modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this
License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or
bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and
any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal
Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,
"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists,
source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of,
the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication
that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a
Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a
Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each
Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,
irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly
perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor
hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell,
import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims
licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If
You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a
lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or
contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for
that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works
thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that
You meet the following conditions:
a. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License;
and
b. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed
the files; and
c. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all
copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
d. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative
Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices
contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part
of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file
distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if
provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative
Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the
NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may
add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or
as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional
attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
e. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide
additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of
Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in
this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution
intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms
and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the
above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement
you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,
service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and
customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE
file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor
provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including,
without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible
for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks
associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including
negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and
grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages,
including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character
arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not
limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any
and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the
possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works
thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty,
indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in
accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility,
not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Production Log

3.4

Day 1
The first day of shooting involved shooting in four separate locations. This proved to be very logistically
demanding and it was imperative that the group stuck tightly to the shooting schedule to ensure all
scenes were shot and no time was lost. Shooting began in Freebird records on Wicklow Street. Filming
needed to conclude prior to the shop opening at 11am, therefore a member of the Freebird staff agreed
to open the shop at 9 which allowed enough time to set up and shoot the scene. The group made the
decision to record shop “atmos” and music tracks over the speakers in the shop first because of time
constraints and having music recorded in the acoustic environment of the shop was crucial to creating an
authentic record shop feel. An agreement was made to record the music and dialogue cleanly to allow
more flexibility during post-production. The group had planned to shoot the record shop scene in two
different ways. A locked down tripod shot and an over the shoulder shot as the actor casually browsed
through records in the store. However, due to the actor experiencing nerves during most of his opening
takes, the group found that time was an issue, therefore the decision was made to scrap the over-theshoulder shot. Once the interview was finished, the group moved on to getting as many cutaways as
possible.
The group then travelled to Clondalkin to shoot the scene with Barry on his bike travelling to the DJ
competition. Test runs were carried out to ensure timing was right with Barry approaching the bollards.
The group followed Barry in Stephen’s car with Brendan operating the camera from the passenger seat
and Eoghan recording the sound from the rear left seat and holding the boom mic out the rear window.
Shooting was going smoothly until the group were interrupted by a local resident who came out to
enquire as to what was being filmed. He was aggrieved that the filming was in the vicinity of his house
without having alerted him or any of the other residents in the area about filming on that day.
The group was held up for twenty minutes as the dispute was resolved and it was decided that it was
best to shoot only two more takes of the scene and leave as to not disturb the local residents any more.
In hindsight, the group would have made sure to alert the residents in the area beforehand to put them at
ease while filming to avoid any confrontations that would have slowed the production down.
The next location was in Stephen’s friend’s house to shoot Dave Healy’s interview. Shooting took place
in a converted attic, therefore space was very limited. The group were operating with two lights and a
locked down tripod shot and were working with mixed light colour temperatures in the room. The
fluorescent light coming from the Lowel lighting kit was mixed with daylight coming from two skylights
directly behind the actor. However, this was managed by performing a custom white balance before
shooting. Again, once the group was satisfied with the interview, cutaways were shot of Dave performing
in his bedroom with a strobe light. The group ran into some difficulties with the strobe light as the
frequency of the light was affecting how the image was produced on the camera sensor. At certain
strobe speeds, the camera sensor was producing nothing but a black image, however once the speed of
the strobe was adjusted, an acceptable stylistic image was achieved. By this stage, time was an issue
yet again and the group packed as quick as possible to get to the fourth and final location of the day, the
radio station in Drogheda.
It took 45 minutes to arrive in Drogheda and the group was roughly half an hour behind schedule. The
studio was located on the top floor of a four story building and it was physically demanding for the crew
to carry all the equipment up to the studio.
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Lighting the set up proved to be more difficult than expected as the bulb in the light with the soft box blew
which left the group limited in regards to light. This issue was resolved after a few takes. The group
wrapped shooting for the day by filming Luke doing some improvisation through the radio microphone as
though he was live on air. This created a raw radio feel and this worked very well when played from the
radio in Barry’s room during episode 2.
Day 2
The second day of shooting was less temperamental as only two locations were needed. Shooting
began at Keoghs Café on Dame Street. The group began by setting up lights and again ran into some
problems. Firstly, with only two lights lighting the subject, the background was left very dark. The second
problem was the contrast in the light colour temperature.
Since there was a pan from one subject lit by fluorescent light to another only lit by daylight, there was a
big shift from a warm temperature to a colder temperature. However, there was no way around this issue
and the group felt it added to creating the “raw reality” feel which was desired in the mockumentary.
Shooting this scene took significantly longer than planned due to actors having trouble executing the
scene without any errors.
The next location was a semi-detached house in Clondalkin where most of episodes 1 and 2 would take
place. Throughout this full day of shooting, the group had to be extremely precise with costume changes
between scenes to ensure consistency. The group began by shooting Anne’s opening monologue. This
proved to be tough task as the space to shoot in was extremely tight and there was only room for 2 crew
members. There was a constant problem throughout the day of a buzzing static noise completely
destroying the audio signal. The problem would arise whenever the microphone was near the front
windows of the house. The group worked around this issue with careful placement of the microphone
and constant monitoring of the sound to make sure the buzzing could not be heard. There were also
some potential continuity errors whenever Adam, who was playing Barry showed up. He had his hair cut
and also had a scar on his head from a work-related accident.
The makeup artist we had on set attempted to cover the scar as best as possible. The group moved onto
shooting the more difficult scenes, the first being the scene with Barry grabbing the letters from Anne in
the hallway. It was difficult to execute the throwing of the letter back down the stairs. For this scene, the
group also decided to record foley of letters coming through the letterbox, as well as recording muffled
television coming through the door of the living room to make it sound like Barry was watching television
before opening the door. The group then proceeded to shoot Anne walking to the bus stop. Issues arised
during this scene, such as excessive traffic noise and varying sunlight during and between takes. It was
decided to pull a pair of tights over the boom microphone under the dead cat windshield to reduce the
wind noise and to hold off shooting until the traffic was more calm. The camera was also switched to
auto exposure to deal with the changing light levels smoothly during the scene.
The final scene that was shot before the group ran out of time was the scene in Barry’s bedroom
listening to the radio. Again, this scene required a lot of timing and a few practice takes in order to
execute properly. The dialogue recorded in the radio station was exported as a wav file, added to an
iPod and an FM radio transmitter was used to play the track over an old FM radio.
What worked best was that the static radio noise came through whenever Barry was scanning through
the stations. This really helped add to the realism of the scene. By this stage, the group had run over
time and two scenes were still left to shoot. It was decided to come back another day to finish shooting
these final scenes as well as recording all the music tracks in each room.
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Day 3
On the third day, the group shot the entire DJ competition for episode 3. What made this shooting day
successful was the intensive work that was put into pre-production. To create the impression of a live DJ
contest, lights were rented out to sell the effect. This included 1 UV light, 1 laser light, 2 RGB spinning
lights, 1 haze machine and 3 lights from the DCU Lowel lighting kit set up with red and blue gels on
them. To really make the effect of the lights stand out, the group felt it was necessary to black out the
windows in the community centre. This was done by measuring the windows during a recce session and
sticking large industrial bin bags together to block the sunlight.
A table was set up on a rented stage and he DJ decks up were propped up on the cases of the boom
mics. Postage and signage was hung up throughout the community centre, adding life to the competition.
A decision was made to shoot all the dialogue scenes in sequence to ensure that there were no
continuity errors. The DJ footage was shot at a long focal length. The purpose of this was that it helped
compress the background and create the illusion that the the hall was more crowded than it actually was.
Each contestant was made to pretend to mix their music track. This made lip syncing and hand gesturing
a lot easier to sync during post-production.
The group made the decision during pre-production to record the music, foley and crowd sound
separately. Two boom microphones were set up on microphone stands and placed at either side of the
hall at the mid way mark. The extras were dispersed in front of the microphones and the group recorded
many takes of crowd applause, pathetic clapping, rapturous applause, shouting out contestants names,
feet dancing on the floor and general conversation ambiance.
Day 4
This day was spent to shoot all the required remaining footage. The group began by going back to
Keogh’s Café on Dame Street to record music, foley and to get outside shots of the café. Next, the house
in Clondalkin to shoot the final scenes which were missed during the previous day in the house. The final
scene which was shot on this day was Barry burning his beans in the kitchen. The foley of the beans
sizzling and the fire alarm going off were recorded separately.
Day 5 & 6
During the penultimate two days of shooting, the group got all of the sufficient footage used to create the
intro. Going with a Sopranos style introduction, this involved driving around the city whilst filming
simultaneously. Most footage was recorded out through the passenger window with some footage taken
from the sunroof of the car. This allowed the group to get some nice tracking shots of landmarks around
the city such as the opening shot of the bridge over the railway tracks. Lastly, the most particularly
interesting footage was shot in Ballyfermot, with children on scramblers and horses sighted on front
lawns.
Day 7
The final day of shooting involved one scene just off Grafton Street. This was the very last scene of
episode 3 with Dave Healy blasting out his DJ set for the public in Dublin.
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Dave was recorded DJing from many different angles, and the group made sure to capture the reactions
of the general public, some who were unaware that the camera was rolling. These authentic reactions to
a grown man dancing silently on the street really added to the humour of the scene.
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Expenses

3.5
Actors & Locations

Donna Patrice 2 days

100

Yes Stephen

Donna Patrice Travel

70

Yes Stephen

Community Centre

50

Yes Sarah

Community Centre

15

Yes Brendan

Community Centre

10

Yes Eoghan

Community Centre

10

Yes Ronan

StarNow Credits

10

Yes Stephen

Trever House

30

Yes Brendan

Trever House

20

Yes Stephen

Game of Scones Set

30

Yes Ronan

Last Dates Electricity

10

Yes Brendan
Actors/Loc Total

355

Web
Domain Name
Hosting

Yes Eoghan
70

Yes Eoghan
Web Total

70

Props
Stage

55.35

Yes Sarah

Red gel (on air sign)

2.75

Yes Sarah

Black Spray Paint

5.95

Yes Sarah

3

Yes Sarah

Poster (Conor Mc)

4.99

Yes Sarah

Lamp Lead (on air sign)

9.99

Yes Sarah

DJ Mags x2

15.4

Yes Sarah

Clapper board

3

Yes Sarah

Stickers

1

Yes Sarah

4 vinyls

Turntables and two mixers

90

Yes Stephen

Poster Printing

12

Yes Sarah

Recce Diesel

10

Yes Stephen

T-Shirt

10

Yes Stephen

Costume

13

Yes Stephen

Stickers

6

Yes Sarah

25

Yes Sarah

Mixer
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Frames

3

Yes Sarah
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Yes Sarah

Group Food (Sun 17th)

20

Yes Sarah

Recce Diesel

10

Yes Brendan

Recce Diesel

10

Yes Stephen

Novelty Cheque

15

Yes Sarah

Cans/Water

26

Yes Sarah

Extra cans/Water

12

Yes Sarah

Catering

30

Yes Stephen

Bike Rental x2

20

Yes Ronan

Game of Scones
Food/Props/coal

30

Yes Ronan

Rollies, blue tack & batteries

13

Yes Tom

Lighting & Smoke Machine

Ice Cream

4

Yes Ronan

Ice cream, batteries & matches

7

Yes Tom

Costume

30

Yes Brendan

Lighting Gels

10

Yes Brendan

Batteries

15

Yes Eoghan
Props etc Total

652.43

Thesis Printing
1 hardback
3 softback
Thesis Total

170

Overall Total
€1,247.43
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Appendix - Meeting Minutes

3.6

May 17th 2016
Script
Stephen is working on the script
Location scouting to be done
Script and location breakdown( what do we need and when)
Casting - advertising for casting, as well as the decision of if Stephen will play Barry is to be decided,
and work out all our characters (who are they, what are they like, who are we looking for to play them
etc)
Props
Graphics for posters/banners for competition will need to be made.
Locations
In relation to locations, props, and people that might be able to help out with locations and equipment
(DJs, Studios etc), let the team know what you have. If you don’t have it, or cannot guarantee it, don't
put it in.
Name of the platform
Brainstorm Platform Names
Name of the competition
Dublins got Djs - This is fine as the name of the competition, as it speaks for itself.
Name of the series
Brainstorm Series name
Meetings to be arranged with Lecturers
Liz - Sound and script (Brendan to e-mail and cc team)
Will - Video (Brendan to e-mail and cc team)
Pat - script (Brendan to e-mail and cc team)
Orla - script (Ronan to e-mail and cc team)
Donal - email what to expect at the next presentation. (Sarah to e-mail and cc team)
To Dos
Ronan - Web Design get some photoshop mock ups drawn up
Sarah - Web Design get some photoshop mock ups drawn up, research user testing techniques
Stephen - Script writing, locations.
Brendan - get in contact with lecturers and research audio and cameras, transitions, styles
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May 25th 2016
Platform name
The group needs to come up with a solid name for the Platform itself. To get this moving, Tom is going to
create a poll that we can vote on. Realistically all suggestions should be in by this evening, to allow Tom
to make the Poll, and if you want your input thrown in.
By Liz’s suggestion, we need to move away from the E4 like branding, and come up with something
more original. Preferably more aimed at an Irish audience, as this is who our doc will be targeting.
Short Advertisement ideas
The video adverts that will be played before the doc, ideally it might be an idea for everyone to come up
with a few ideas, and we all vote on it and see what we come up with together.
Wireframes Web/Mobile
Some wireframes for the site done in Balsamic. They need a bit more work on, but this is mainly
dependent on the agreement of the structure of the website.
Web Structure
We all need to be in agreement with the structure of the website. So we can discuss this as a group at
our meeting on Monday 29th 2016.
Research
It is a good idea to make note of different websites that may be influential to the style of our platform.
Other
Web people, need to have a look and familiarize themselves with twitterbootstrap.

May 30th 2016
Casting
Casting call has been put out for the 6 roles in the documentary. Already there has been a lot of positive
interest all the roles. Casting will be completed by June 8th/9th. Stephen has confirmed that he WILL
NOT be playing Barry.
Props
Set of deck to be picked up in Wicklow (80EUR). We need another 2 sets of Decks, so anyone who can
get decks, please confirms this, or we will have to look into purchasing more.
Scriptwriting
Stephen and Brendan working on the script at the moment in preparation for meeting with Pat.
Music
Stephens has confirmed that he will make the tracks required for the documentary.
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Documentary name: The Vinylists
Platform Name: Undecided

May 31st 2016

Meeting with Pat Brereton
Regarding the script, Pat has confirmed it is making good progress. Pat gave some advice for further
progression:
! There’s no need to spell everything out completely for the audience, give them some credit, and
make them work a little to grasp sections.
! Bridge relationships.
! Depending on who we cast the script will gain further clarity depending on the actors we use. E.g.
improvisations
! The use of double/triple meanings and layering throughout.
! Play up the persona of a Dj (Dick)
! Phrasing and tone should be tightened up.
Platform Name: Mór OD
Series Name: The Vinylists
Web
Progression with wireframes in relations to the architecture of the site. Working on linking wireframes
together to get a working wireframe prototype for the panel presentation and usability testing as well as
putting together progression wireframes.

Adverts
Ideas for adverts to play before the series episode begins. Ideally there will be an advert for one of the
ghost content series’s before the Dj series begins in order to build the idea of the world. Ideas also
needed for spoof banner advertisement (Giant headphones/Deck insurance).
June 1st 2016
Panel Presentation - Karl, Trish & Will
Locations - the smaller and more restricting the locations/shots, the more important the story becomes in
those particular moments.
Lighting
The panel have emphasized that lighting will be our biggest problem.
Testing the lighting is extremely important, as we do not want to lose confidence in our production due to
not taking the time to test the lighting conditions at our locations.
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Researching Locations
Get our setting down. Get the technical side of our interiors (Karl). Research how all of our locations look
on camera. Know what happening technologically with our locations and routes. Know our routes in
detail, variations are good but jumps are not.
Researching out locations well, will allow us to use post for effects rather than fixing mistakes in our
production. This research will be time well spent, and by doing so it will be easier to position our actors
and give them direction.
Auditions
Suggestions from Panel to record the casting auditions.
Series Name - The Vinylists
Unfortunately, there is already an American Series called ‘Vinyl’, and the Vinylists may be too similar to
use as the name of our series.
Multicam
This raised the question of who would be acting as the camera assistant.
Adverts
The primary focus of the project is the documentary. Creating adverts for the ghost content would be a
great addition to the project, but these are not priority
In the interest of the written report, the ambitiousness of getting these adverts completed for the project
deadline would make for good documentation. As well as this, we could be included in the projects future
if not possible by project deadline. Should the adverts not get completed, the use of static images was
suggested by the panel.
Web
The website is on track, and the panel appears to be happy with its progression.

Group discussion post panel presentation
! Locations and Actors are currently our main priority.
! Stephen is going to start getting in contact with actors from today in preparation for the auditions
on June 8/9th.
! Stephen and Brendan are going to strip down the script and determine a plan for the group to
proceed with.
! Assistant camera - Ronan, Tom.
! Tom is to confirm the use of the radio studio, and if possible get photos.
! Brendan is currently working on getting the use of a community centre and record shop for
filming.
! Get thinking and brainstorming of new series names.
!
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June 7th 2016

Web
E-mail sent to Declan regarding the use of twitter bootstrap, and if there would be any effect in the
marking in comparison to using use HTML and CSS:

Casting and Auditions
Auditions taking place tomorrow, June 8th in the Henry Gratten, room CG04. First audition is at
10.50AM. So those group members attending (Stephen, Brendan, Ronan) get to the college on time.
Brendan has a Camera out, so you can use that to record the auditions. We need to grab a camera on
the 8th from the loans office for the auditions on Thursday 9th as Brendan won't be here. First auditions
starts at 2pm on Thursday 9th (Stephen, Sarah, Tom). Sarah has made up some release forms which
will need to be printed and signed by the people auditioning. Brendan is going to print off these for
auditions.

Written Thesis
Tom and Sarah working on a rough skeleton of the written thesis. This is good to get started and to have
an idea of the content and sections that will be required and included over the coming weeks.
Adverts
Ronan has been working on scripts for the adverts, we are going to push on with the adverts.

June 15th 2016
Props/Locations
There are excel sheets up on the drive regarding Locations and Props.
Tom is working on the set and costume design and is updating these spreadsheets with new information.
Its looking like our main difficulties are going to be around getting the DJ Decks, and these are pretty
central to our production. So everyone keep ears/eyes out for these.
Platform Name/Logo
Some seriously great work done on the logo design today between Stephen and Eoghan. The idea to
use an abbreviation as the name of the platform, similarly to RTE is a great idea. Main contender here
FML - Focus Media Ltd.
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Tuesday 21st 2016

Meetings & Meetings to be arranged
Meeting with Donal tomorrow in DCU at 2pm. Exact location to be decided.
A meeting needs to be arranged with Liz regarding how to go about the sound for the competition
sequence.
Recce
Stephen and Benny are going to go visit a few of the locations (possibly Saturday 25th June) and check
out their suitability for shooting, as well as checking for any potential lighting or sound issues.
Thesis writing
We all need to get tapping on the written thesis itself, we don’t want this to come around and bite us. The
sooner we get this together, the sooner we can get it all sounding consistent in how its written.

22nd June 2016
Scheduled Meetings with lecturers
There is a meeting scheduled with Liz at 3pm on Tuesday 28th June to discuss a few issues regarding
the sound in the competition scenes.

Group Meetings
Meeting minutes are here to be reviewed and keep everyone updated on the project (especially if you
miss meetings) as well as keeping a record of progress.
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June 28th 2016
Open Auditions and casting:
Three girls in for auditions today and a few videos sent in. Donna Patrice is looking like our best
candidate for Anne and Adam for Barry. I think everyone was unanimous in this decision.
Pre-production:
We are aiming to get out of pre-production by the 8th of July. So the next few days are going to be pretty
tough.
Props:
DJ DECKS DJ DECKS DJ DECKS DJ DECKS……….and everything else.
Recce:
We still need recces for the following:
1. The Radio Station (Toms contact)
2. Post office (TCB)
3. Bollards (Preferably in clondalkin)
July 4th 2016
Mainly preparations for the presentation tomorrow July 5th.
Graphics/Animations to be Made
FML Logo development
Two Many Djs Logo
Advert 1 Logo – Last Dates
Advert 2 Logo – Game of Scones
Advert 3 Logo – Losing Streak
Video Banner Advert 1
Video Banner Advert 2
Video Banner Advert 3
Budget
Enter any foreseeable costs as well as any expenses you have to keep track. (Keep receipts where possible,
I have a folder of them).
Recces
Radio station
Bollards Clondalkin
Post Office
Props
Posters for studio – Brendan & Stephen
Casting
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Extras - Everyone get in contact with friends/family

Meeting & Panel Presentation Feedback July 5th 2016
Panel
! Setting the series in West Dublin. Using the west of the city is a better idea, that setting it in the
north, which is more obvious.
! Music tracks
○ More depth needed on the tracks,
○ Be sure not to make them too good as that's not what we are looking for.
○ Ballyer track sounds almost too sophisticated
! The thesis itself is worth 25% of the overall project.
! Be sure to justify why we are doing particular things in the project. E.g why are we using banner
ads. Why do some things look shit?
! If we need to record ADR, be sure to use the same boom, to get the sounds as similar to the
original recordings.
! Insurance Letter
○ Request from Karl
! FML Logo
○ The FML works
○ Looking good and cheesy
○ Maybe drop the OD
○ Logo is pretty much there (doesn't look spanish)

July 5th 2016 - Meeting
Web
!

!
!
!

There is a web development timeline as well as a design brief (probs needs more work) under the
web folder. We want to have the primary pages completed and functioning by the 22nd of July,
latest.
Video Player should be basic functioning at least.
Eoghan get working on the Video Player.
Tom and Sarah can work back and forth on the CSS/HTML.
July 12th 2016

Task for the remainder of the week:
Stephen
! Shot list for Saturday and Sunday
! Catering for this weekend
! Props
Brendan
! Research Camera and Audio for shooting this weekend.
! Continue working on the Pre-production for the adverts.
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! Look into the insurance cover
! Props
Eoghan
! Keep working on the Video Player, it looks great.
! Keep working away on logos for the banner adverts
! Props
Tom
! Keep track of the props for this weekend, but also try work on the props for next weekend. Next
weekend needs to run as smoothly as possible.
! Get to working on building the foundations/layout of the website. (COMMENT IT AS BEST YOU
CAN)
! Check if your sister is available to do make-up this weekend.
Ronan
! Keep working on the pre-production of the advert.
○ Try get a shooting schedule together
○ Gather the actors
○ Prop Lists etc
! Work on the Jquery elements of the website
Sarah
! Get the Web files connected to bootstrap for Tom to begin.
! Props
! Organise meeting with UX designer.

July 19th 2016
Preparations for filming of the competition this Sunday, July 24th.
Shot Lists
Stephen and Brendan are working on Shot lists for filming this weekend to ensure everything runs
smoothly on Sunday.
Recces
Another Recce to be carried out in the community centre, to aid the precision of the shot lists. Brendan
will get in Contact with the community Centre caretaker, to organise this.
Extras
Everyone should be on to their extras to ensure we have a good number for this weekend. This is a
crucial element for shooting. Please, please, please get on it.
Props
The stage is to be collected on Friday, and returned on Monday morning. Sarah is to collect a van to
transport it both days.
Lighting for the community centre is being organised with Sound-hire.ie. Peter, will drop lights to the
centre at 12, and return to collect the equipment when we have finished.
Refreshments and food etc to be purchased, as well as general party stuff for decoration.
Posters, and banners to be made a printed.
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Everyone is to refer to the prop list and ensure we have everything sorted so this weekend works out
perfectly.
Web
Web development to be worked away on by Tom. There is a design brief up on the drive for referral.
Sarah is meeting a UX designer this week, to get some feedback, on the current site.
Thesis writing
Everyone to keep working away at their sections.
July 26th 2016
Video
Successful weekend of shooting. There are 1 or 2 more scenes to be shot over the coming weeks, but
the bulk of the filming work for the mockumentary is over and done with. Stephen is going to get cracking
on the editing along with Brendan for the next while.
Adverts
Ronan is heading the adverts and getting on with casting, locations, costumes, refining the scripts etc.
Website
This has been handed over to Eoghan, to get the Design up to speed and ready for Ronan to get working
on the Jquery elements of the site. There is also a good bit of copy work for the site to be done, which
Ronan has also offered himself up for. Web work really needs to be pushed over the next 1 - 2 weeks to
allow for the testing and any changes which may need to be made as a result.
Thesis
Still a lot of thesis writing to be done. Everyone needs to get on this, get their sections done asap to
allow time to unify the paper.
Sections to work on:
Sarah - Project Management/ Web Design and User Testing
Eoghan - Graphics/Animations
Ronan - Adverts/VOD
Tomas - Introduction/Abstract/Research
Stephen - Direction/Production etc etc the Mockumentary
Brendan - Sound Design
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3.8
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Responsibility Matrix

3.9

WBS Task Description
1 Project Management
1.1 Monitor Progress
Identify/Solve problems &
1.2 Deviations
Co-ordinate workings of the
1.3 project
2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Script
Two Many DJS - Character
Dev
Two Many DJS - Treatments
Two Many DJS - Scriptwriting
Adverts - Scriptwriting

Sara Stephe
To
h
n
Ronan m
P

Brenda Eogha
n
n

P
P
Sara Stephe
To
h
n
Ronan m
P
P
P

SU
SU
SU
P

Brenda Eogha
n
n

SU
S
SU
S
Sara Stephe
To Brenda
3 Video
h
n
Ronan m n
3.1 Location Scouting
SU
P
SU
SU
S
3.2 Casting
SU
P
SU
SU
S
3.3 Prop
S
R
SU
P
SU
3.4 Director
P
S
3.5 Editing
P
S
3.6 Adverts Location Scouting
P
SU
3.7 Adverts Casting
P
SU
3.8 Adverts Props
P
SU
3.9 Adverts Editing
SU
P
Sara Stephe
To Brenda
4 Sound
h
n
Ronan m n
4.1 Planning
S
P
4.2 Music
P
4.3 Foley
S
4.4 Editing
P
Animation/Graphics/Typogr Sara Stephe
To Brenda
5 aphy
h
n
Ronan m n
5.1 Banner Adevert Animations
SU
5.2 Series Animations
SU
5.3 Video Advert animation
SU
5.4 Channel Animations
SU
5.5 Logo Design
SU
Sara Stephe
To Brenda
6 Web
h
n
Ronan m n
6.1 Information Gathering
P
S
SU

SU
SU
SU
Eogha
n

SU

S
Eogha
n
SU
P
Eogha
n
P
P
P
P
P
Eogha
n
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6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

Planning
Design
Development
Testing
Launch

7
7.1
7.2
7.3

Thesis Writing
Compiling Research
Writing
Editing

P
SU
S
R
P
SU
S
R
SU
SU
SU
SU
P
P
SU
SU
P
Sara Stephe
To Brenda Eogha
h
n
Ronan m n
n
R
R
R
P
R
R
R
R
R
P
R
S
R
R
R
P
R
R
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